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Madhyaadhikare Kalamaanaa-adhyaya
Section 1, Chapter 1: Time division1
The spouse of the Lotus, the Sun, rises to protect this world, expel darkness, purge all sins of those that pray
to him, on whose rising the sacrifices (Yagna) takes place and thereby the gods in heaven headed by Indra
gets feasted. Let the Sun at once give expression to our tongue in meaningful words.
2
Glory be to those scholars like Varahamihira who is the authors of many well known works, who is adept in
reasoning and usage of beautiful expressions and on study of whose works, one like me even of lesser
intellect could produce monumental works. Glory be also to he, who is being hailed as the shining crest-jewel
of the Mathematicians, the son of Jishnu2.
3
Bowing at the lotus feet of his master he has derived his knowledge. The learned Bhaskara, is now writing
this work named Siddhanta Shiromani, the crest-jewel of all astronomical works, for the pleasure of good
minded astronomers containing good and easy to understand meters.
4
Of course there are works of the ancient astronomers containing intelligent expressions, but yet this work
is started to explain some special areas of their works. I am going to amend the deficiencies of the previous
works and improvements of these are being appended in right places and in right order. So I request the
good minded mathematicians to go through this entire work of mine.
5
May the good people derive pleasure from understanding the particulars of my writing! May the ill minded
people also amuse themselves by ridiculing me with ignorance, unable to understand my writing!
6
The scholars name that book a Siddhanta text, which deals with various measures of time, ranging from
Truti3 upto the great flood at the end of a Kalpa, planetary theory, two types of mathematics - algebra as
well as arithmetic, questions with respect to intricate ideas an their answers, location of earth, the
constellations and the planets, and description and usage of instruments.
7
A person who has studied only the Jataka Samhita4 as part of mathematics and who has not paid attention
to the intricate problems pertaining to astronomy and who does not know the innumerable reasoning of the
astronomical part of science, is like a picture of a king painted on to the wall or like a beautiful lion made of
wood and is a Jyotishi5 only by name.
8
The branch of Astronomy devoid of Siddhanta is named by the scholars as incompetent, incomplete,
deficient and unfruitful, quite like the king’s army devoid of roaring elephants or like a garden devoid of
1

1 This book is the translation of the last 2 sections of Siddhnata Shiromani, of Bhaskaracharya (or Bhaskara II) by Bimala Prasada
Siddhanta Saraswati. In other words, he has translated the cosmology part of the Siddhnata Shiromani, i.e. the spherical trigonometry
and planetary motion part. This is the first of these two parts.
2 That is Brahmagupta, the celebrated mathematician of ancient India.
3 A division of time. , 1 Truti ≈ 1/
33750 secs.
4 That is astrology or Jyotisha which deals with auspicious moments or Muhurtas to be prescribed for various functions, birth moment
of a child etc.
5 A person who earns his living by fortune telling apparently using astronomical calculations of positions of sun and other planets at
the time of the birth of the person who wants his future to be told.
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Mango trees or a pathway devoid of cool ponds or like a newly wed wife whose husband had to go to a
distant place.
9
The Vedas prescribe Yagnas or sacrifices. These Yagnas are performed based upon exact knowledge of
appropriate time to perform them. Only this branch of science (i.e. Astronomy) imparts the knowledge of
time; hence astronomy establishes itself as a part of Vedas itself (i.e. Vedanga).
10
Of the man (Purusha) described in the Vedas, the scholars have determined Grammar (Shabdashastra) as
his mouth, Astronomy (Jyotihshastra) as his eyes, Etymology6 (Niruktashastra) as his ears, Imagination
(Kalpashastra) as his hands, Phonetics7 (Sikshashastra) as his nose and Poetical composition8
(Chhandashastra) as his legs.
11
A man cannot do anything if he doesn’t have eyes although he might have ears, nose and all; hence the
eyes are the most important part of his body. Thus the excellence of Astronomy, which is being depicted as
the very eyes of the primeval man of the Vedas, has been established.
12
For this reason this sacred, secret and supreme knowledge should be studied by the Dwijas9. By doing so
they would acquire Dharma or religion (virtue), Artha or money (status in the society) and Kama or wish
(power) as well as fame.
13
After the lotus-born Brahma created the stellar circle, the creator of the world placed the planets at the
beginning of a circular path and put them in constant revolution. Only the extreme two stars at the north
(Uttara) and south (Yamya) were placed in a fixed position.
14
The stellar circle along with other heavenly objects move towards the west at a quicker rate. The heavenly
planets, being influenced by their own slow speed at their epicycle move towards the east.
15
The measurement of day, month and year were first started on the first day of the waxing phase of the
moon (Pratipada Tithi) of the first month of the year (Madhu or Chaitra Maasa) on a Sunday at Sunrise in
Lanka.
16
1/30th part of the time taken for fall of an eyelid (Nimesha) is called a Tatpara. The 1/100th part of a Tatpara
is called a Truti. 18 Nimeshas make one Kaashthaa and 30 Kaashthaas make 1 Kalaa. Such is the division of
Khandakaala10 by the scholars.
17
30 Kalaas make a sidereal Ghatii and 2 such sidereal Ghatiis make 1 Muhurta11. 30 Muhurta makes one day
(Dina). The time taken to pronounce 10 times the word Guru is called 1 Praana. 6 Praanas make 1 Pala and 6
Pala makes 1 Ghatii.
Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note:
The time division mentioned in the Verses 16 and 17 is independent of the heavenly bodies and their
movements. 1/30th part of a Ghatii is a Kalaa or 2 Palas. 1/30th part of a Kalaa or 4 Bipalas12 make 1
Kaashthaa and its 1/18th part is a Nimesha. The western mathematicians have determined that till if an
object, which is seen, changes its position up till 1/10th of a second, the human eye still sees it as it still
lies at the field of vision. If the eyelid is allowed to fall very quickly still this condition does not change. The
ancient Indian Sages were successful in determining that the Nimesha was approximately equal to
1/10th of a second, and hence has determined the time in which the object still lies in the field of vision13.

6
Niruktashastra constitutes the Dictionary or Lexicon for verses of the Vedas. It is in fact an etymological study that tells us the root of each word,
the meaning of each word and of words that are not in ordinary parlance.
7
Shikshashastra tells us how and where each akshara or letter of the Veda mantras should emanate in our body (as we know, some sounds originate
from the palate, some from the throat, some from the stomach etc.), the declension or voice (Svaram) applicable to each word, the length of time
each letter and word should occupy during pronunciation (Matraa).
8
Chhandashastra deals with the rules of composition, principally poetical - the number of lines to each metre, number of aksharaas or letters in each
line.
9
The literal meaning of Dwija is the one who is born for the second time. The birth of a person is considered as his personal and the first one. When
that man was ceremoniously accepted into the society, by undergoing a ceremony where the society lets him to wear the sacred thread of the Yagna
, he is said to have been born a second birth or he is a Dwija (born for the second time in the eyes of the society). In the beginning the three upper
castes, that is – Brahmins, Kshatriyas and Vaishyas had the privilege of wearing this sacred thread which admitted them into Dwija group. Later only
the Brahmin was allowed the right to wear the sacred thread and hence it was this group which came to be known by the word Dwija.
10
That is finite time.
11
The original verse refers to this as a Kshana.
12
Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati does not give any source from where he has derived this Bipala. Probably from Shri Surya Siddhanta
13
The last 2 sentences were badly mutilated. This is the best I could make out from it. Infact there also begins a sentence which does not have any
continuity in the next pages.
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6 Dandaas14 make one day, 30 days make 1 month (Maasa), and 12 sidereal months make one year (Varsha).
When we project this to the orbits of the planets, we will observe a direct correspondence between year and
zodiac, month and signs, days and degrees (Angshas), Ghatii and minutes (Kalaa), Pala and Vikalaas, which
hence gets defined.
19
The time taken by the sun to complete one revolution of the Zodiac is called a Solar year (or a sidereal solar
year). This is a complete day for the gods and the demons. The time elapsed from one conjunction of the
Moon15 to another is called a lunar month (Chandra Maasa). This is called a day for the ancestors (Pitri dina).
18

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note:
The western scholars have adopted two methods of measuring time. They have named the time taken by
the sun to move away from its zenith in the mid-day and come back again to the same position as a Day.
In other words they have termed the time taken by the sun to go away from the longitude of a place and
come back again to it as a Day. They have named 24 parts of a day as Hours, 60 parts of hour as Minutes
and 60 parts of minutes as Seconds. One Hour roughly corresponds to 2½ Dandas. Hence 1 Danda is 24
Minutes.
We commonly use the Ghatika-Yantra (that is clocks) to measure the time. The first type of them uses an
oscillatory pendulum while the second type uses balancing of a spring. The Physicists have determined
that when an object is suspended and is disturbed from its lowest position, it will oscillate under the
influence of gravitation. As the gravitational force acts on each an every atom of any material, the change
in the object will not change the time period of its oscillation. Even if the oscillation is not wide stretched
it does not influence its time limit. All depends on the string that is used to suspend the object. They have
determined that for an oscillation of 1 second we need a 39 inch (approx 991 mm) string. Of course with
changing of places and the gravitation of earth changing along with, the time period also changes.
The time taken by the sun to leave the Aries and re-enter it is called a solar year. This will be shown later.
The ancient Hindus have imagined the Poles (north and south respectively) as the realms of gods and
demons. At the poles the sun shines of 6 months and it darkness for 6 months. From the poles till 23°27’
the sunshine and darkness exists for days and night at a time. After this, that is in the realm of the Humans
(Martya) the sun rises and sets approximately causing our well known days and nights. But these days and
nights are not of uniform length. At the equator however the discrimination between days and nights
never exist, not even during the equinoxes.
When the sun and the moon are at the same position (conjunction) we have a new moon. From one new
moon to another new moon is called a lunar month. The ancient Hindus believed that the deceased
ancestors line in the moon. As the rotation of the moon is symmetric o the rotation of the earth we only
see one face of the moon. It is imagined that, as the realm of the ancestors are not a good place for us
the humans to see, so it is situated in the face of the moon which we cannot see. It stretches exactly till
the other side so it is practically invisible to the humans. Hence the morning for the ancestors (Pitr) starts
at the 8th day of waning phase of the moon. New moon means mid-day for the ancestors, so often
offerings are made to the ancestors on new moon. Full moon for us means dark night for the ancestors.

The time between one sunrise to the next is called a civil day (Arka-Saavana dina). This is also called an
Earth-day (Bhaumadina). The time taken by the constellations to go round the zodiac is called a sidereal day
(Nakshatradina).

20

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note:
Although we start measuring a day from midnight, a civil day is the time between one sun-rise and the
next one. This measure is different for different places and it also differs with the speed of the sun at that
time of the year. Instead of the sunrise however, if we consider the rising of the sun at its mean-position
in mid-day (that is, rise of the sun at the longitude of the given place) we can eliminate the first of the
above-named difference and considering the rise of the mean-sun we can also eliminate the second of
the above-named difference. The western scholars use an instrument called Transit for the determination
of time. It has a telescope set along the line of longitude of that place. When the sun is seen through this
telescope, it is understood that it has risen at the longitude of that place, hence that is the mid-day of that

The original Verse says Ghatii while Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati has said Dandas. He could have meant that, Dandas and Ghatiis are the
same.
15
That is the time elapsed between two new moons.
14
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place. But this is the mid-day of the place. To determine the mean mid-day the telescope should be set at
the celestial equator and it require to be corrected for the difference in equation of the centre.
According to the Hindu astronomers the stars of the Zodiac are fixed and they are static at the same
position in the circle of day and nights. The western scholars have been however able to discover that
even the earth’s rotation has inconsistency. And this time of rotation is slowly but surely decreasing due
to a lot of reasons.
The Arka-Saavana-Dina is also called a Kudina. The author of Shri Surya Siddhanta has determined the
solar year to be 365 Days, 15 Ghatiis, 31 Palas, 31 Kashthas and 24 Nimeshas. But Bhaskaracharya did not
agree with this. According to him it should be 365 Days, 15 Ghatiis, 30 Palas, 22 Kashthas and 30 Nimeshas.
So the numbers of civil days are never constant. Although at the equatorial region we do not require any
correction for variation of a sidereal day from 30 Ghatiis (Chara), we require correction of equation of
time for eccentricity of the ecliptic (Bhujaantara) and correction for time of rising (Udgamantara). As the
difference is negligible a standard day can be taken as comprising of 60 Dandas. Regarding a sidereal day
(zodiacal day), Bhaskara has said that it is the time interval between one constellation rise and another.
The planetary days are also determined similarly. One sidereal day increases with subsequent solar years.
Because during that time the zodiac also complete one revolution along with the sun. the western scholars
have determined the difference of a civil solar day and a sidereal day as 3 Minutes 56.5554 Seconds.

Multiplying 432,000 consecutively by 4, 3, 2 and 1, we have the respective measures of Golden Age (Satya),
Silver Age (Treta), Bronze Age (Dwapara) and Iron Age (Kali) in terms of solar years. They are: Golden Age
(Satya Yuga) 1,728,000 years, Silver Age (Treta Yuga) 1,296,000 years, Bronze Age (Dwapara Yuga) 864,000
years and Iron Age (Kali Yuga) 432,000 years.
21

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note:
The Kaliyuga has 432,000 solar years. One Mahayuga is the sum of once, twice, thrice and four times of a
Kaliyuga. In other words 10 times Kaliyuga or 4,320,000 solar years. 71 Mahayugas make 1 Manu. 14
Manus make 1 Brahmadina (day for Brahma) or 1 Kalpa. So 994 Mahayugas make 1 Kalpa. But at the start
of each Manu there is a transition period equal to a Golden Age (Kritayuga) and the same thing occurs at
the end of the last Manu. So in each Kalpa there is an additional time period of 15 Golden Ages (Kritayuga).
So to 994 Mahayuga if we add the above 6 additional Mahayugas16, we have 1,000 Mahayugas making 1
Brahmadina. The starting transition or ending transitions periods are the integral part of a Yuga itself,
while Manu Transitions are separate time periods in a Manu.

For each Yuga 1/12th part is the start transition and 1/12th part is the end transition. The start transition is
called Yuga-Sandhya-Varsha (starting transition years of a Yuga) and the end transition is called a Yugasandhyaangsha-Varsha (ending transition years of a Yuga).
22

Yugas (Ages)
Krita Yuga (Golden Age)
Treta Yuga (Siver Age)
Dwapara Yuga (Bronze Age)
Kali Yuga (Iron Age)

Yuga-Sandhya-Varsha
(Starting Transition years)
144,000
108,000
72,000
36,000

Yuga-Sandhyaangsha-Varsha
(Ending Transition years)
144,000
108,000
72,000
36,000

71 Mahayuga makes 1 Manu. 14 Manus make 1 day of Brahma. His night is of equal duration.
At the start of each Manu there is a transition period equal to a Golden Age (Kritayuga) and the same thing
occurs at the end of the last Manu. So 15 Golden Ages (Kritayuga) or 1000 Mahayugas make 1 day of Brahma
or a Kalpa. 2 Kalpas make 1 complete day and night for Brahma.
25
The life time of Brahma is fixed as 100 years in this scale of time. The masters before me has termed the
life time of previous Brahmas as the Maha Kalpa. As time is like an endless circle devoid of beginning and
end, I do not know how many lives of the previous lotus born Brahmas have elapsed.
23
24

1 Kalpa = 14 Manus = 14 X 71 Mahayugas + 15 Transitions equal to Kritayugas.
Now 1 Kritayuga = 4 Kaliyuga. So 15 Kritayuga = 15 X 4 Kaliyugas = 60 Kaliyugas.
Now 1 Mahayuga = Krita + Treta + Dwapara + Kaliyuga = (4+3+2+1) Kaliyugas = 10 Kaliyugas
Hence 60 Kaliyugas = 60 ÷ 10 Mahayugas = 6 Mahayugas.
Therefore, 1 Kalpa = 14 Manus = (14 X 71 + 6) Mahayugas = (994+6) Mahayugas = 1000 Mahayugas

16
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Half of the life period of the present Brahma has elapsed. Some say that the age of the present Brahma is
eight years and six months. We can determine the age of the Brahma from the Aagama-shastra; whatever it
is but we do not need it, because for the present Kalpa we calculate the planetary positions only from the
days that have passed.
27
The stars, planets and constellations are created at the day-break of the Brahma (that is beginning of a
Kalpa) and are destroyed at nightfall of the Brahma (that is beginning of another Kalpa). The question of
computing the planetary positions arises only when the planets exists. Those who propose to compute the
planetary positions even when the planets do not exist I can only but salute them.
26

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note:
Bhaskaracharya has written this verse mocking those people17 who tend to use lengthy figures in
calculations. Nearly every mathematician tends to look into tiniest of tiny details in a calculation but a lot
of them are not aware that they have erred in the very first step.

At the end of the present Saka Era18, 6 Manus, 27 Yugas, Krita, Treta, Dwapara and 3179 years of Kaliyuga
have elapsed. Converting the above to years we have 1,972,947,179 years in total. If we add to this the
present Saka Era we will have the total number of years that has elapsed from the day-break of Brahma to
the present.

28

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note:
Siddhanta Shiromani has considered the number of years from the beginning of day-break of Brahma.
Because Bhaskara says the planets, stars and constellations were created at the day-break of Brahma. But
according to the author of Shri Surya Siddhanta at the day-break of Brahma the creation was not started.
The creation was started 17,064,000 years after the day-break of Brahma. For this reason there exists a
difference in figures of years in the two books. It is evident that this was done to facilitate the calculation.
The modern mathematicians are of the opinion that the Saka Era was started many years before the
Kushan King, Kanishka19. Whatever that may be, it is said that the Saka Era was started after 3179 years
have elapsed in the Kaliyuga. So calculating the number of years from the day-break of Brahma, we will
have:
6 Manus mean, 6 X 71 = 426 Mahayugas
For 7 Transitions,

7x

4
= 2.8 Mahayugas
10

Now for Krita,Treta and Dwapara we have,

4

3 2 9
+ + = = 0.9 Mahayugas
10 10 10 10

Adding all together we have, 426 + 27 + 2.8 + 0.9 = 456.7 Mahayugas

As 1 Mahayuga = 4,320,000 years we have total years till the beginning of Kaliyuga as, 456.7 X 4,320,000
= 1,972,944,000 years. To this if we add 3,179 years we will have the number of years from the day-break
of Brahma till the end of present Saka Era as, 1,972,944,000 + 3,179 = 1,972,947,179 years.
However according to Shri Surya Siddhanta, the number of years that has elapsed from the dawn of
creation till the end of present Saka Era is, 1,972,947,179 - 17,064,000 = 1,955,883,179 years.

The first Manu who came to the earth was Swyambhuv. After him came 5 Manus in succession and was
known by the names of Swarochish, Uttamaja, Taamas, Raivata and Chaakshush respectively in the earth. All
their times have passed and at present it is the time of the 7th Manu called Vaivaswat.
30
The authors of Samhitas tell us that the Year of the Jupiter (Baarhaspatya Samvatsara) is measured using
the mean sidereal revolution of Jupiter. The humans however use a mixture of four standards to measure
time.
29

One those were Vateswara, a follower of Aryabhatt’s traditions.
Saka Era was stared in AD 78 by the Kushan King, Kanishka. It became so popular that even today this calendar is used through out India. Infact the
National Calender of India (Rastriya Sakabda) adopted in 1957 was based on a corrected version of this calendar. Interestingly although this era was
started by the Kushans, it was called Saka Era and not Kushan Era as all foreigners at that time was known as Sakas in India.
19
Here he means that the calculation may have started even before the conquest of north-north west India by the Yu-chi tribe of central China, who
later came to be known as the Kushans.
17
18
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The humans use solar standard to determine year, northern or southern path of a planet (Ayana), seasons
and Yugas. They use lunar standard for the determination of months and lunar days (Tithi). The civil standard
is used for the determination of special prayers (Vrata), fasting (Upavasa) and treatment of disease. The
Sidereal standard is used for the determination of Ghatikas.
32
So there exists nine standards namely – of human (Maanava), of gods (Daiva), of Jupiter (Barhaspatya), of
ancestors (Paitrya), sideral (Nakshatrik), solar (Saura), lunar (Chandrya), civil (Saavana) and of Brahma
(Brahmya). But the planetary positions are to be calculated by the men using their own standards.
31

Madhyamaadhikare Bhaganapakramah
Section 1, Chapter 2: Revolution of heavenly bodies
The number of revolutions of the Sun, Moon, Venus and Mercury in a day of Brahma or an Aeon (Kalpa) is
4,320,000,000. This figure is also said to be the number of revolution of the apex of the fastest motion
(Shighrocca) for Mars, Jupiter and Saturn.

1

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
The author of Shri Surya Siddhanta has determined the following numbers of revolution in an Aeon
(Kalpa):
Mean Revolution
Madhyabhagana
Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn

4,320,000
57,753,336
2,296,832
4,320,000
364,220
4,320,000
146,568

Revolution of the apex
of fastest motion
Shigrabhagana
0
0
4,320,000
17,937,060
4,320,000
7,022,376
4,320,000

Revolution of the
aphelion
Mandoccabhagana
387
488,203
204
368
900
535
39

Revolution of
the Node
Patabhagana

0
232,238
214
488
174
903
662

The Vasana commentary on this book by Bhaskara is of the opinion that the above figures were derived
after observation for a few days and then the result of that observation was converted into figures for an
Aeon (Kalpa).
According to the Shri Surya Siddhanta the number of sidereal revolutions in an Aeon (Kalpa) is
1,582,237,828 so the number of civil days in an Aeon (Kalpa) is 1,577,917,828. According to Siddhanta
Shiromani however the number of civil days in an Aeon (Kalpa) is 1,577,916,450.

The number of revolutions for the Moon is 57,753,300,000; for Mars it is 2,296,828,522; for the mean
heliocentric position of Mercury 17,936,998,984; for Jupiter it is 364,226,455; for the mean heliocentric
position of Venus it is 7,022,389,492 and the number of revolutions for Saturn is 146,567,298.
5
The number of revolutions for Sun’s apogee is 480; for that of Moon is 488,105,858. The number of
revolutions for the aphelion of Mars is 292, of Mercury is 332, of Jupiter is 855, of Venus is 653 and of Saturn
is 41. The Planets, the Mean Heliocentric Position and the Aphelion have an eastward motion.
6
The number of revolutions for the nodes of Moon is 232,311,168, of Mars is 267, of Mercury is 521, of Jupiter
is 63, of Venus is 893 and of Saturn is 584. The revolution of the node is inverse, that is to say, if the mean
revolution occurs eastwards then the revolution of the node will occur in the opposite direction (i.e. west).
2-4

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
Except for the number of revolutions of the aphelion and the node of Moon, all the other figures of
revolutions of the aphelion and the node for the planets and the sun, obtained from Shri Surya Siddhanta
as mentioned in the previous note to verse 1, is for an Aeon (Kalpa) and not for a Mahayuga.
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For a day of Brahma or an Aeon (Kalpa) there are 1,582,236,450,000 westward sidereal revolutions. This
figure is hence the number of sidereal days in an Aeon (Kalpa).
8-11
For a day of Brahma or an Aeon (Kalpa) there are 1,555,200,000,000 solar days, 1,602,999,000,000 lunar
days and 1,577,916,450,000 civil days or Arka-Savana dina. If we subtract the number of revolutions of each
individual planet from the total number of sidereal day we will have their individual number of civil days
(Kudina). The scholars say that in a day of Brahma or in an Aeon (Kalpa) there are 1,593,300,000 intercalary
months (Adhimaasa), 25,082,550,000 omitted lunar days (Dinaksya/Avama), 51,840,000,000 solar months
and 53,433,300,000 lunar months. If we subtract the number of solar months from the number of lunar
months in an Aeon we will have the number of intercalary months.
7

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
In an Aeon (Kalpa) there are 4,320,000,000 revolutions of the sun. Multiplying this with 12 we have the
total number of solar months as 51,840,000,000 in an Aeon. Again multiplying the last result by 30 we
have the total number of solar days as 1,555,200,000,000. If we subtract the number of solar revolutions
in an Aeon from Lunar one (5,775,330,000) we have the remaining 53,433,300,000 as the total number
of lunar months. If we subtract the number of solar months from the number of lunar months we have
the total number of intercalary months as 1,593,300,000. Multiplying the number of lunar month with 30
we have 1,602,999,000,000 lunar days in an Aeon. Subtracting the number of solar revolutions from the
number of sidereal revolutions (1,582,236,450,000) we have the result 1,577,916,450,000 as the number
of civil days. Subtracting the number of civil days from the number of lunar days we have 25,082,550,000
as the number of omitted lunar days.

Multiplying the intercalary month (Adhimaasa) by 30 we have the number of intercalary days (Adhidina).
Adding the number of solar days to this will yield the number of lunar days. Subtracting the number of
omitted lunar days from the total number of lunar days we will have the total number of civil days as the
remainder. Hence by using such method of elimination we can derive the other, for example if we subtract
the number of solar days from he number of lunar days we derive the number of omitted lunar days.
13
The difference between the number of lunar and solar revolutions gives us the number of lunar months. If
we add the number of lunar revolution with the number of lunar days and subtract this sum from the sum of
the number of lunar month and sidereal days we will have the number of omitted lunar days.
12

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
(lunar revolution + lunar days) – (lunar months + sidereal days)
= lunar revolution + lunar months x 30 – lunar month – sidereal days
= lunar revolution + (30-1) lunar months – sidereal days
= lunar revolution + 29 x lunar months – sidereal days
= lunar revolution + 29 x (lunar revolution – solar revolution) – sidereal days
= {(29+1) x lunar revolution – (30 -1) x solar revolution} – sidereal days
= 30 x (lunar revolution – solar revolution) – (sidereal days – solar revolution)
= lunar days – civil days
= omitted lunar days (as per Verse 12, see above)

The difference between the number of lunar revolution and 13 times number of solar revolution gives us
the number of intercalary months. The difference between the number of revolution of a planet and its
Shighrocca20 is called Commutation (Shighrakendra). The difference between the number of revolution of a
planet and its aphelion (Mandocca) is called Mean Anomaly (Mandakendra).
14

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
lunar revolution + 13 x solar revolution
= (lunar revolution – solar revolution) – 12 x solar revolution
= lunar month – solar month
= intercalary month (as per Verse 11, see above)
20

That is the mean heliocentric position in case of the inferior planets, or mean position of the sun in case of the superior planets.
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Madhyamaadhikare Grahanayanpakramah
Section 1, Chapter 3: Computation of Planetary Positions
Multiply the number of solar years in an Aeon (4,320,000,000) as said previously with 12 and add to it the
months elapsed from the beginning of the lunar year. Multiplying this result by 30 and adding to it the
number of elapse lunar days (Tithi) we have the result as solar days (or Mixed days). Multiplying this number
of solar days (mixed days) with the number of intercalary months (1,593,300,000) in an Aeon and dividing
the product by the number of true solar days (1,555,200,000,000) in an Aeon we will have the result as the
number of elapsed intercalary months (ignore the fractional part). Multiplying this amount of intercalary
months with 30 and adding to the number of solar days (mixed days) we will have the number of desired
lunar days. If we multiply this number of lunar days with the number of omitted lunar days or Avama
(25,082,550,000) in an Aeon and the product be divided by the number of true lunar days in an Aeon we will
have the quotient (ignoring the fractional part) as number of elapsed omitted lunar days (Gata Avama). If we
subtract this number of elapsed omitted lunar days from the previously-said desired lunar days we will have
the result as the mean civil days of a week or the number of civil days which has elapsed at any given date
(Ahargana). Of the previously determined days of the intercalary months (Adhimaasa) and the omitted lunar
days (Avama) ignoring the Dandas, we have to only consider the number of months and days respectively.
1-3

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
The above mentioned method of calculation of Aharganas by Bhaskara follows the rule laid down in the
Shri Surya Siddhanta. Except for Bengal, rest of India uses lunar calendar. Using this type of calendar, the
method of calculating the number of days that has elapsed from the beginning of an Aeon is called
Ahargana Sadhana (calculation of Aharganas). To determine the number of civil days that has elapse from
the beginning of an Aeon (Aharganas), we have to know total number of years that has elapsed from the
beginning of an Aeon. Multiplying that figure with 360 will yield the number of days that has elapsed from
the beginning of an Aeon. But a solar year does not directly correspond to a lunar year. Hence the author
has recommended adding the number of elapsed lunar days from the beginning of the lunar year to the
number of solar days. For this reason we have denoted the sum of solar and lunar days as “Solar days
(Mixed days)”. If we convert these solar days into lunar days we have to add the number of intercalary
months to it. Hence we have to also determine the number of intercalary months proportionately. If in an
Aeon the number of solar days corresponds to the number of intercalary months then how many
intercalary month would be there in the number of elapsed solar days in an Aeon? As because we have
added the number of elapsed lunar days from the beginning of the lunar year, we can ignore the fractional
part of the number of intercalary months thus determined.
If we find out the number of elapsed lunar days from the beginning of an Aeon, we have to determine the
number of civil days. For this we require some calculation, like: if the number of lunar days corresponds
to the number of omitted lunar days in an Aeon, then how many omitted lunar days there will be for the
elapsed number of lunar days? The difference of civil and lunar days gives us the number of omitted lunar
days. If we subtract the number of omitted lunar days from the totallunar days we have the total number
of civil days. As the civil days are calculated from sunrise, we can safely ignore the fractional Dandas of
the omitted lunar days. Below we illustrate this calculation with the help of an example.
Example:
Calculating the Ahargana of the first day of Saka Era 182321. According to the Verse 28 of Chapter 1 of this
book, from the beginning of the present Kalpa (Aeon) to the beginning of the Saka Era (78 AD)
1,972,947,179 years have elapsed. To this if we add 1823 for the present era, we have 1,972,949,002 solar
years. Multiplying the number of years by 12 we have 23,675,388,024 solar months. Adding the number
of months elapsed from the beginning of lunar year (i.e. 0) and multiplying the sum with 30 we have
710,261,640,720 solar (mixed) days. To this if we add 25 lunar days that have elapsed, we have
710,261,640,745 solar (mixed) days. From the beginning of this year, the possibility of a difference in the

21

Saka era + 78 = Present International year; in other words, 1823 + 78 = 1901 AD.
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number of elapsed solar and lunar months does not exist, as it is being said that22, that there occurs a
difference between solar and lunar months after 32 solar months and 16 Dandas23 have elapsed. So within
a year there are same numbers of lunar months as there are solar months. Also, as a difference crops up
between solar and lunar days after every 63 days, the difference between solar and lunar months does
not exist. As in a month there cannot be 63 lunar days, the number of solar and lunar days are same in a
month.
If we multiply the number of solar (mixed) days in an Aeon (710,261,640,745) with the number of
intercalary months in an Aeon (1,593,300,000) we have a result 1,131,659,872,199,008,500,000. if we
divide this by the number of true solar days (1,555,200,000,000) in an Aeon we have the number of
intercalary months (i.e. the quotient) as 727,661,954 and 1,338,208,500,000 as the remainder of this
division. Multiplying the number of intercalary months by 30 we have 21,829,858,620 as the intercalary
days. If we add this to the number of solar (mixed) days we have the total number of lunar days as
732,091,499,365. if we multiply this number of lunar days with the number of omitted lunar days
(25,082,550,000) we have a product of 18,362,721,637,397,580,750,000. Dividing this with the number
of true lunar days (1,602,999,000,000) in an Aeon we have the quotient 11,455,229,627 as omitted lunar
days (Avamadina) and 546,207,750,000 as the remainder (Avamasesha). Subtracting the number of
omitted lunar days from the number of lunar days (732,091,499,365) we have 720,636,269,738 as the
result. This is the mean Ahargana (number of civil days which has elapsed from the beginning of the
present Kalpa till Saka Era 1823) at Lanka at the sunrise of Sunday, on the first day of Saka Era 1823.

If we multiply the number of revolutions of a planet in an Aeon with Aharganas and divide that by the
number of civil/earth days (1,577,916,450,000) then the quotient will be the mean revolution of that planet
during the mean position of the sun at Lanka24.
5
If the remainder (Avamasesha) that we have obtained from the calculation of Aharganas is divided by
131,490,000,000 then we have the result as degrees. If we multiply the number of lunar days with 12, add
this product to the degrees thus obtained and subtract this sum from the mean lunar revolution we have the
result as mean solar revolution. Similarly if the above sum is added to the mean solar revolution we have
mean lunar revolution.
4

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
If the number of lunar days in an Aeon is divided by the number of omitted lunar days in the Aeon we
have the quotient as Avamasesha (fractional part of Avamadina). Dividing this quotient with the number
of lunar days in an Aeon we have the number of civil days as the quotient. To convert these civil days to
lunar days we have to multiply this with the number of lunar days in an Aeon and divide the product with
the number of civil days in an Aeon. For each lunar day the difference of sun’s and the moon’s position is
12°. So the total difference of sun and the moon in degrees is:
Avamasesha
Lunar days in an Aeon x 12
Avamasesha
x
=
Lunar days in an Aeon Solar days in an Aeon (1,577,916,450,000) 131,493,037,500

We can take the denominator of the above fraction as 13149 X 107. The error factor of this will not be
more than 5 Anukalas. If to this difference of sun and moon in degrees resulting from the omitted lunar
days we multiply 12 then we will have the difference of sun and moon in degrees for the elapsed lunar
days. As we know,
Mean Solar Revolution + difference of sun and moon in degrees = Mean Lunar Revolutions
Hence, Mean Solar Revolution = Mean Lunar Revolutions - difference of sun and moon in degrees

If the Avamasesha, which we have ignored while computing the Aharganas divided by 27,110,000,000 we
will have the Dhanakalaas25 of the sun. If we multiply the Dhanakalaas of the sun by 13 and add to it 1/35th
part of this product we will have the Dhanakalaas of the moon.
6

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note : Golaadhyaya, Madhyagati, Vasana commentary, 10th Verse. Translator’s note : It seems I have made
a mistake. This part is only the translation of planetary motion part of Siddhnata Shiromani.
23
Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note : More correctly 32 solar months, 15 Dandas, 31 Palas, 28 Kashthaas and 47 Nimeshas
24
Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note : At the place where the terrestrial equator cuts the prime meridian.
25
Dhana means excess, so this means and additive constant in minutes (Kalaas) in finding out the position of the sun.
22
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For the convenience of the readers Bhaskara has described a few different ways of computing planetary
positions. An Avama is the time period between the end of a lunar day (Tithi) and sunrise. Slowly this time
period will increase and when two lunar days will end within the same solar day, we will have an omitted
lunar day (Tithikshaya)26. This process is so described as we need to calculate the amount of omitted lunar
days in an Aeon when we calculate Aharganas, and this is because Aharganas are the collection of civil
days, i.e. the days from one sunrise to the next. But we need also to take into account the Avamasesha in
those places where we have to compute the solar and lunar speed when the lunar day ends at night and
we have some time before the sun rises in the next day. If we multiply the elapsed lunar days in an Aeon
with the number of Avamas in an Aeon and divide the product thus obtained by the total number of lunar
days in an Aeon we have Avama . So if the remainder of the division is again divided by the total number
of lunar days in an Aeon we will have fractional part of Avama (i.e. Avamasesha), which would be the time
between end of a lunar day at night and sunrise of the next day expressed as fractional part of a day. If
we multiply this fractional part with the daily motions of sun and the moon then we will have the
Dhanakalaas of sun and the moon respectively.
Dhanakalaas of the sun = Sun' s speed in Kalaas x

Avamasesha
Total lunar days in an Aeon

Avamasesha
1,602,999,000,000
Avamasesha
≈
27,110,000,000

= 59'8" x

But the daily speed of the moon (790’34”) exceeds that of the sun’s daily speed (59’8”) by
790'34"
59'8"

or 13

13
35

times.

Hence we have:
Dhanakalaas of the Moon = Moon' s speed in Kalaas x

Avamasesha
Total lunar days in an Aeon

= 13

13
Avamasesha
x Sun' s speed in Kalaas x
Total lunar days in an Aeon
35

= 13

13
x Dhanakalaas of the sun
35

From the beginning of the month of Chaitra27 the number of elapsed lunar days shows the position of the
sun in degrees. Thirteen times of the elapsed lunar days shows the position of the moon in degrees28. If the
fractional part of intercalary months (Adhimaasasesha) that was ignored during the calculation of the
Aharganas be divided by the total number of lunar days in an Aeon we have the result in degrees. If we
subtract this from the positions of sun and moon we will have separate remainders which when added
separately to the Dhanakalaas of sun and the moon (as said in the 6th Verse) we will have the mean positions
of sun and the moon respectively. (However where the sum exceeds 360°, it should be subtracted from 360°
and the remainder should be considered).
7

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
If we know the position of the sun (in degrees) and the lunar day we can easily find out the position of the
moon (in degrees). The solar year begins when sun enters into Aries. We should know the number of solar
In such case the first lunar day is always omitted. Hence we have an omitted lunar day. But generally speaking Avama = Tithikshaya
That is first month of the year.
28
Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note : If we subtract the position of sun from that of the moon we will observe that each lunar day occurs for
a difference of 12°. Hence for each lunar day the difference in the position of sun and the moon is 12°. If we consider that a lunar day s equivalent to
a solar day, then we will have for each lunar day, the sun moves by 1° and the moon moves by 13°. So we can take the number of elapsed lunar days
as the position of the sun in degrees and 13 times the number of elapsed lunar days as the position of moon in degrees. But for accuracy we have to
do some correction to this measure.
26
27
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days from that point. But we only know lunar days. An intercalary month is the difference of solar and
lunar month. If we divide the fractional part of the intercalary month (Adhimaasasesha) by the total
number of solar days in an Aeon, we have a fractional part of the Adhimaasa. This is in terms of lunar
days. To convert this to solar days we have to multiply it with total number of solar days in an Aeon and
divide he product with total number of lunar days in an Aeon. As total number of solar days in an Aeon
appears as both numerator and denominator of the fraction it cancels each other out. Hence we have,
Adhimaasa in solar days =
=
=

Adhimaasasesha x 30
Total lunar days in an Aeon

Adhimaasasesha
Total lunar days in an Aeon
30
Adhimaasasesha



Total lunar days in an Aeon


Total lunar months in an Aeon 

30


= Total lunar months in an Aeon 


If we subtract this from the positions of sun and moon we have their mean positions. To find out their
rising and setting position we have to add to this the Dhanakalaas of sun and moon (as is being said in
Verse 6).

If we multiply the Aharganas with the own civil days of a planet and divide the product by 131,493,037,500
we will have a result in degrees, which when subtracted from the mean position of the sun yield the mean
position of the planet. The scholars regard this as the computation of mean planetary position.
8-9

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
Actually it is calculated as follows (all figures pertain to an Aeon):
Total revolution x Aharganas
Total solar civil days
(Sidereal days - Total planetary civil days) x Aharganas
=
Total solar civil days
(Total solar revolution + Total solar civil days - Total planetary civil days) x Aharganas
=
Total solar civil days (= 1,577,916,450,000)
Total planetary civil days
= Solar revolution + Aharganas Total solar civil days
Total planetary civil days x 12
∴Mean position of a planet = Mean position of the sun 1,577,916,450,000
Total planetary civil days
= Mean position of the sun 131,493,037,500
mean position of a planet =

If the Adhimaasa (intercalary months), Avama (omitted lunar days) and lunar months are rightly added
or subtracted we have the mean position of the planet. As they are derived proportionately from the solar
Aharganas (total number of civil days from the beginning of the present Aeon), if they are rightly added or
subtracted they will yeild the mean position of the planet.
12
Determining the mean of the sum of two planetary revolutions and difference of two planets, if we take
the half of the sum of the two means we will have the mean position of the faster moving planets and if we
take the half of the difference of two means we will have the mean position of the slower moving planet.
10-11

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
We know that:
mean position of a planet =

Total revolution x Aharganas
Total solar civil days

(i)

Now,
Sum of revolutions = revolution of faster planet + revolution of slower planet
And,
Adding equation (ii) and (iii) we have,

(ii)
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2 x revolution of faster planet = Sum of revolutions + Difference of revolutions
or, revolution of faster planet = (Sum of revolutions + Difference of revolutions) ÷ 2 (iv)
And subtracting equation (iii) from (ii) we have,
2 x revolution of slower planet = Sum of revolutions - Difference of revolutions
or, revolution of slower planet = (Sum of revolutions - Difference of revolutions) ÷ 2 (v)
Now, substituting the value of revolution of Difference of revolutions = revolution of faster planet revolution of slower planet (iii)faster planet from equation (iv) into equation (i) we can determine the
mean position of the faster moving planet. Similarly, substituting the value of revolution of slower planet
from equation (v) into equation (i) we can determine the mean position of the slower moving planet.

Subtracting the difference of revolutions of the two planets from the mean position of the faster moving
planet we will have the mean position of the slower moving planet. If the same difference of revolutions of
the two planets be added to the mean position of the slower moving planet, we will have the mean position
of the faster moving planet.
13

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
From equation (i) as given above we come to know about the direct relationship between the revolution
of a planet and its mean position. Hence we can make use of the sum and difference of revolutions of the
planets in equation (i). Again we know that,
Difference of revolutions = Revolution of faster planet - revolution of slower planet
(iii)
By using transposition to equation (iii) we have,
Revolution of slower planet = Revolution of faster planet - Difference of revolutions
Again using transposition to equation (iii) we have,
Revolution of faster planet = Revolution of slower planet + Difference of revolutions

If we subtract the commutation from the apex of fastest motion we have the mean position of the planet.
If we add mean anomaly from the apex of the slowest motion we have the mean position of the planet29. If
we multiply Siddha30 mean position with number of Sadhya31 revolution and divide it with the total Siddha
revolutions we have the Sadhya mean position.
14

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
From equation (i) as given above we have,
mean position =

revolution x Aharganas
civil days

∴ we have,
Siddha mean position =

Siddha revolution x Aharganas
civil days

(vi)

and,
Sadhya revolution x Aharganas
(vii)
civil days
Dividing equation (vii) by equation (vi) we have,
Sadhya mean position Sadhya revolution
=
Siddha mean position
Siddha revolution
Siddha mean position x Sadhya revolution
or, Sadhya mean position =
Siddha revolution
Sadhya mean position =

The number of revolutions of the mean position of a planet is called a Chakra and the revolution of the
zodiac in degrees is called Agra. If the mean position of a planet is being multiplied by the total number of
civil days in an Aeon and this product is divided by the number of its revolution in a Aeon, we have the
quotient as Aharganas. Aharganas can also be determined using the difference of Agra and Chakra or just
only the Chakra or the sum of the 2 Agras and the rule of Kuttaka (which would be described subsequently).
15

29
Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note : According to Bhaskara if we subtract apex of slowest motion from the position of the planet we have
the mean anomaly (Mandakendra). But According to the author of Shri Surya Siddhanta if we subtract the position of the planet from the apex of
slowest motion we have the mean anomaly (Mandakendra). The difference between the apex of fastest motion and mean position yields us the
commutation or mean anomaly. Depending on the planet this difference is taken either normal (Anuloma) or retrograde (Biloma).
30
Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note : Siddha means what is already determined by calculation.
31
Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note : Sadhya means what is to be determined by calculation.
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Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
We know that:
mean position of a planet =

Total revolution x Aharganas
Total solar civil days

hence
Aharganas =

Total solar civil days x mean position of a planet
Total revolution

When we multiply Aharganas with the number of omitted lunar days (Avama) in an Aeon and then this
product be divided by the total number of civil days in an Aeon we would have the number of elapsed
Avamas. If we add this number of elapsed Avamas to the Aharganas we could determine the number of lunar
days (Tithigana). If we multiply the Tithiganas with the total number of intercalary months in an Aeon and
divide that product with the total number of lunar days in an Aeon, we will get the total number of intercalary
months that has elapsed. Multiplying the number of intercalary months by 30 and subtract this product from
Tithiganas we will have the remainder as the number of solar days. Dividing the solar days by 30 we will have
the number of solar months in an Aeon. Dividing the number of solar months by 12 we will have the number
of solar years in an Aeon.

16-17

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
We know from the calculation of Aharganas that,
Solar (mixed) days = (elapsed solar year x 12 + lunar months elapsed from beginning of the year) X30 +
elapsed lunar days
Hence it follows from this verse for normal motion:
Elapsed intercalary months =

Elapsed solar days x intercalary months in an Aeon
Solar days in an Aeon

Elapsed lunar days = solar days + elapsed intercalary months x 30
Elapsed lunar days x Avama in an Aeon
Lunar days in an Aeon
Aharganas = Elapsed lunar days − Elapsed Avama

Elapsed Avama =

And for retrograde motion:
Aharganas x Avama in an Aeon
Solar days in an Aeon
Elapsed lunar days = Aharganas + Elapsed Avama
Elapsed Avama =

Elapsed lunar days x intercalary months in an Aeon
Lunar days in an Aeon
Elapsed solar days = Elapsed lunar days − elapsed intercalary months x 30
Solar days
Solar Month =
30
Solar months
Solar Year =
12

Elapsed intercalary months =

If we calculate the Aharganas from the beginning of the Kali Yuga (Iron Age) we will have the days begining
from Friday. Using this to the mean planet that is obtained, if we add their own constants for each planet we
will get their individual mean positions.
19-20
During this time the seconds (Vikalaas) in the positions of the planets, the sun and the moon that
remained for their Chakra to be completed were 3370 for Mars, 9931 for Mercury, 1944 for Jupiter, 4666 for
Venus, 4406 for Saturn, 1016064 for Sun (zenith), 844214 for the apex of slowest motion (Mandocca) for
Moon, 744422 for node (Pata) of the Moon.
18
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Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
At the beginning of the Kali Yuga (Iron age) there was no mean for Sun. The position (in signs, degrees etc)
of the other planets and apex of slowest motion and node for the moon is already given in the note. As
the other heavenly bodies have slow speeds we need only to calculate them once at the beginning of the
Kali Yuga (Iron age).

Madhyamaadhikare Kakshapakramah
Section 1, Chapter 4: About the orbits
The astronomers have determined the circumference of the sky to be 18,712,069,200,000,000 Yojanas.
Some say this is the area enclosed by the two hemispheres of the universe. Some men experts in the branch
of Puranas32 say that this is the area of the Lokaaloka mountain.
2
Those who are learned in the science of spheres, and those who know the spheres like the emblic myrobalan
(Aamlaka/Aamlaa) placed on their palm, tell us that the above mentioned figure signifies the distance of the
universe which the rays of the sun traverses.
3
If this be the area of the universe or not we know not. We think the above figure signifies the distance a
planet travels eastwards in an Aeon. For this reason we name the above figure as the Khakaksha.
4
If we divide the Khakaksha of a planet by the number of its revolutions in an Aeon we will have its orbit. The
planet goes round its orbit many times before it completes the distance of Khakaksha.
1

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
Khakaksha = Planetary Orbit x Number of planetary revolutions in an Aeon

The mathematicians have determined that the orbits of the sun are 4,331,493.5 Yojanas, the orbit of the
moon is 324,000 Yojanas and the orbit of the constellations is 25,988,985 Yojanas. The Agama book says that
the orbit of the constellations is 60 times that of the orbit of the sun; it is for this reason that such measure
is mentioned here.
6
If we divide the Khakaksha with the total number of civil days in an Aeon we get the daily motion of the
planet in Yojanas. Each day each of the planets travel 11,858.75 Yojanas.
5

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
Daily speed inYojanas =

Khakaksha

=

18712069200000000
1577916450000

Total Civil days in an Aeon
420024000 x 44550000
25498
3
=
= 11858
= 11858 = 11858.75
35419 x 44550000
35419
4

If we multiply the Aharganas by 9,921 and divide the product by 35,419 we will have a result. If this result
be subtracted from 11,859 times Aharganas we will have the distance covered in Yojanas from the beginning
of the Aeon.

7

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
25498
 25498 
11858 +
= 11859 - 1= 11859 - 9921
35419




35419 

35419

8

If the above distance in Yojanas (i.e. Khakaksha) be divided individually by the own orbits of the planets we will have
their individual mean revolution. Like while determining the planetary orbit, consider that the zenith and the node of a
32

Mythology. But some believe that Puranas are some form of written ancient history.
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planet has their own separate orbits. (Separate orbit does not exist for the zenith. It is situated in the orbit of the planet
and its orbit is only considered for simplifying our calculations.
Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
Distance past inYojanas
Khakaksha
=
Planetary revolution in an Aeon Past planetary revoluntio ns
Aharganas
Distance past inYojanas
Past planetary revoluntio ns
=
=
Civil days
Khakaksha
Planetary revolution in an Aeon
Distance past inYojanas x Planetary revolution in an Aeon
Khakaksha
Distance past inYojanas x Planetary revolution in an Aeon
=
(See note of verse 4)
Planetary revolution in an Aeon x Planetary Orbit
Distance past inYojanas
=
Planetary Orbit

Past planetary revoluntio ns =

9

The orbits of Mercury and Venus follow the same rule as that of the sun for finding out the mean of the orbit. Infact
the travel on the orbit of their apex of fastest motion, and while doing so they travel at he speed of the sun.

Madhyamaadhikare Pratyabdhasuddhipakramah
Section 1, Chapter 5: Corrections
Multiplying the number of years that has elapsed from the beginning of the Aeon with 2 Days 4 Dandaas
and 3 Palas (Dinadi) and dividing the product by 8 and then adding this quotient with the number of years
that has elapsed from the beginning of the Aeon and dividing this sum with 7 we will have the Lord of the
year starting with the Sun.

1

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
According to Siddhnata Shiromani a year consists of 365 days, 15 Dandaas, 30 Palas, 22 Vipalas and 30
Anupalas. Dividing 365 by 7 we have 1 as the remainder. So
15 Dandaas, 30 Palas, 22 Vipalas, 30 Anupalas x 8 = 2 Days 4 Dandaas 3 Palas
= (Abdavrinda x 2 Days 4 Dandaas 3 Palas) ÷ 8
Abdavrinda = Lord of the first day of a year starting from Sunday.

Half the number of the number of years that has elapsed from the beginning of the Aeon added to 1/80 of
itself, then divided by 60 and added to ¼ of the number of years that has elapsed from the beginning of the
Aeon, gives Dinadi33. If we divide successively the number of years that has elapsed from the beginning of
the Aeon by 4, 120 and 9600 we will have the same measure of Dinadi.
2

33

That is 15 Dandaas, 30 Palas, 22 Vipalas, 30 Anupalas
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Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
1

days
4
1
x
days
30 Palas =
60 2
1 1 1
x
days
22 Vipalas 30 Nimeshas = x
80 60 2
Adding (i), (ii) and (iii) we have

15 Dandaas =

(i)

1

(ii)
(iii)
1
1 1
1 1 1
days + x
days + x
x
days
41
60
2
80
1 1
 601 2 1 1

days x 1+
x
x
days
= days + x

15 Dandaas, 30 Palas, 22 Vipalas 30 Anupalas =

4
Again,
15 Dandaas =
1

1
4

60 2



80

days

2



(i)

Dandaas = 1 days
4
120
1
1
1
1
Dandaas =
days
22 Vipalas 30 Nimeshas = x 3Palas = x
8
8
20
9600
Adding (i), (ii) and (iii) we have
1
1
1
+
+
15 Dandaas, 30 Palas, 22 Vipalas 30 Anupalas =
days
30 Palas =

60

4


120

(ii)
(iii)


9600 

If we add 1/6 of the number of years that has elapsed from the beginning of the Aeon to itself and add to this
sum 30 times the number of years that has elapsed from the beginning of the Aeon and divide this sum by
120 and subtract the quotient from the number of years that has elapsed from the beginning of the Aeon we
will have the number of elapsed Avamas.
3

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
We know there are 4,320,000,000 years in an Aeon and 25,082,550,000 Avamas in an Aeon. So in each
year there is 5 days, 48 Dandaas, 22 Palas and 7.5 Vipalas or about 6 Avamas. This when subtracted from
the total days of a year we have 11 Dandaas, 37 Palas, 52.5 Vipalas. Multiplying this by 160 we have 31
days and 1 Dandaas. Hence
5 + (1 - 11 Dandaas, 37 Palas, 52.5 Vipalas) = 5 + (31 days and 1 Dandaas) ÷ 16034.

Multiplying the Dinadya by 3 add to it 1/30 of number of years. Subtracting 1/400 of the number of years from
this sum we will have the Kshayaaha (omitted lunar days). Subtracting 1/5 of the number of years from itself
and adding to it 1/160 part of the difference between itself and 1/60 part of it we will have the Kshayadina
(omitted lunar days)35.
4

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note :

From the first verse we know the remaining day part in a year is 15 Dandaas, 30 Palas, 22.5 Vipalas and from the
previous verse we know the Avama part in a year is 48 Dandaas, 22 Palas and 7.5 Vipalas. Now 3 times the remaining
day part of the year is = 3 x 15 Dandaas, 30 Palas, 22.5 Vipalas = 46 Dandaas, 31 Palas, 7.5 Vipalas. Subtracting this
from the Avama part in a year we have 1 Pala 51 Vipala as the remaining or it can be said : 0 Dandaas, 2 Palas, 0
Vipalas - 0 Dandaas, 0 Palas, 9 Vipalas, which is respectively one-thirtieth and one-four-hundredth part of a day.
Hence:
Avama = 3 x Dinadya +

number of years number of years
−
30
400

Again,
One-fifth of a year is 0 Dandaas, 12 Palas. When we subtract this from 1 year (number of years=Abda
Sankhya) we have 0 Dandaas, 48 Palas. Now difference of 1 year from one-sixtieth part of itself is = 0

There is an inconsistency here. Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati says in the translation of the verse that the sum be divided by 120 but in the
note he mentions 160. Also the note apparently does not seem to expound on the given verse.
35
There are several inconsistencies in the translation of this verse. Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati says of Dinadya and Kshayaahas but we
have to really guess what this means because he does not give any explanation of these terms. Also his usage of Abdavrinda and Abdagana is also
not consistent. In general the translation is quite ambiguous starting from verse 1 of this chapter.
34
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Dandaas, 59 Palas. Now dividing this by 160 we have 0 Days, 48 Dandaas 22 Palas and 7.5 Vipalas. Adding
these we have the yearly Avama as 0 Days, 48 Dandaas, 22 Palas and 7.5 Vipalas. Hence we have
Avama = number of years -

number of years

number of years 1

x
+ number of years 

5

60


160

To the sum of Dinadi and Kshayaaha if we add 30 times number of years and divide this sum by 30 we have
the number of intercalary months. The fractional part is known as the Suddhi from which we normally
subtract the Unaha Naari (fractional part of Kshayaaha).

5

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
For each year, the fractional part of day is 15 Dandaas, 30 Palas, 22.5 Vipalas and the fractional part of
omitted lunar days is 48 Dandaas, 22 Palas and 7.5 Vipalas. Adding these two we have 1 day 3 Dandaas
52 Palas and 30 Vipalas. In a year the number of lunar day is 371 Days 3 Dandaas 52 Palas and 30 Vipalas.
Subtracting throm the 360 days of a solar year we have the remainder as 11 Days 3 Dandaas 52 Palas and
30 Vipalas. So adding to the above mentioned sum 10 times number of years we have the number of
intercalary days. Dividing this by 3 we determine the number of intercalary months. Hence,
Adhimaasa (intercalary month) =

Dinadya + Avamadya + 10 x number of years
30

The remainder is called Suddhi, we can ignore that.

The number of years is kept separately at three places; to one we multiply 11, we divide the second one
with 32 and the third is divided by 30. These three operations on number of years when added together and
this sum is divided by 30 will give us the number of intercalary months (Adhimaasa) and the remainder from
the division is called Suddhi. As said above, from this Suddhi we normally subtract the Unaha Naari (fractional
part of Kshayaaha).
6

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
For each year, the intercalary part is 11 Days 3 Dandaas 52 Palas and 30 Vipalas. As it is difficult to multiply
the number of years by this fraction, hence Bhaskara says of an alterative method. One-thirtieth part of
this is 2 Dandaas and one-thirty second part of this is 1 Dandaas 52 Palas and 30 Vipalas. When all these
are added together we have 11 Days 3 Dandaas 52 Palas and 30 Vipalas. Hence
Adhidina (intercalary days) = 11 x no. of years +

no. of years
30

+

no. of years
32

Dividing the Adhidina (intercalary days) by 30 we will have the number of intercalary months (Adhimaasa).

If we subtract the number of intercalary months from the number of years that has elapsed from the
beginning of an Aeon, multiply this difference by 2, subtract this product from the omitted lunar days, correct
this difference with the Suddhi (as mentioned above) and divide it by seven we will have the lord of the year
(i.e. the week-day) at the commencement of the solar year.
7

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
The week-day that fall at the Ahargana of the end of a solar year is the Lord of the year for that year. A
solar year consists of 360 days so there are 3 week days at the end of it and as a month have 30 days there
are 2 week-days at the end of it. Now the difference between he solar and the lunar year is 5 days, 48
Dandaas, 22 Palas and 7 Vipalas 30 Anupalas. So if we subtract 5 week-days from each year, we have the
lord of the year moves by 2 week days before.

The fractional part of the intercalary months (i.e. Adhimaasasesha in Dandaas) when reduced by the
fractional part of the Dinadya (in Dandaas) gives us the fractional part of the omitted lunar days (i.e.
Kshayasesha in Dandaas).

8
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Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
The days of intercalary month are the sum of Dinadi and Avama. Hence if we subtract the fractional part
of Dinadi from the fractional part of the intercalary month we get the fractional part of Avama.

Multiplying the number of years elapsed with the number of revolutions of a planet for an Aeon and dividing
that product with the number of years in an Aeon gives us the revolution during its conjunction with the sun.
Likewise we determine the node (Pata), commutation (Shighrocca) and mean anomaly (Mandocca).

9

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
The sun completes one revolution in a year; hence we have in a year the end of a solar revolution. If the
years of an Aeon corresponds directly to the number of revolutions for a planet, it would not be difficult
to ascertain the number of revolutions in the years that has elapsed from the beginning of the Aeon. We
have described the process of calculating the number of revolutions from the Aharganas, hence we
describe the process of determining the revolutions in the years that has elapsed from the beginning of
the Aeon. As the speed of node (Pata) and mean anomaly (Mandocca) is slower, we can use this method
to determine their number of revolutions.

If we multiply the fractional part of the intercalary month by 12 we have a degree which is the mean position
of the Moon.

10

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
The difference between the solar and the lunar day is the fractional part of the intercalary month. So
multiplying this by 12 tells us the difference in degrees in the position of sun and the moon. At the end of
a solar year, as the mean position of the sun is at beginning of Aries, the mean position of the Moon lies
there too.

Using the above method we can determine the factional part of the day (Dinadi) from the beginning of
KaliYuga (Iron Age). For this we have to add the lord of the year starting from Friday and the fixed points of
the planets in the KaliYuga (Iron Age).
11

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
At the beginning of Kali Yuga we have determined the position of the planets (Dhruvakas) after
determining the Aharganas and Abdaganas. So we can consider these three things to be determined.
Bhaskara has given a detailed instruction in the Golaadhyaya part of this book about how we can
determine the planetary position by observing the speed of the planet.

If we take the difference of solar and lunar years we have a fractional part in Dandaas (Kshayadandaas).
If we add one-twentieth of this fractional part to itself we have a result which imagined as the Dinadi is known
as the Kshepadinadi (fractional part of the omitted lunar day) and is used in determination Dinagana. We
subtract the Suddhi from the number of elapsed lunar days from the beginning of the solar year. To this
difference if we add 1/702 parts of itself and the Kshepadinadi and then divide this sum with 64 we will have
the omitted days (Dinakshaya). If this be subtracted from the sum of the Suddhi and number of elapsed lunar
days from the beginning of the solar year we will have the Aharganas from the beginning of the year.
12-13

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
Number of elapsed lunar days – Suddhi – Tithikshaya = Aharganas
Suddhi = Fractional part of intercalary month (Adhimaasasesha) – Fractional part of omitted lunar days
(Avamadya)
Tithikshaya =





1+

1

20 

 1  1
x Avamadya x 60 + (number of elapsed lunar days - Suddhi )x 1+
x days



702   64

which are determined on the basis of the lunar days. So from the mean of a lunar day if we subtract
intercalary days we will have the fractional difference part of the lunar week day in Dandaas. We have to
use rule of proportion if we want to determine the fractional part of omitted lunar days (Avamadya) less
complete day from a specific Avamadya. If we take 64 days to make 1 Avama, we derive at the above
equation.
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If the Suddhi is greater than the elapsed lunar days, then we have to take the Suddhi as determined for the
previous year and determine the Aharganas accordingly after we have considered the number of elapsed
lunar days from the beginning of the previous solar year. In this case we have to consider the planetary
positions (Dhruvakas) according to the previous years.
15
If we diminish the number of days (Dinagana) by 1/60 part of itself and add to this result thrice the number
of days (Dinagana) divided by 22 we will get a result in Kalaas which would be the mean position of the sun.
14

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
The daily speed of the sun = 0 Days 59 Dandaas 8 Palas 10 Vipalas 21 Anupalas x Dinaganas
Dinagana -

1
1 3
xDinagana + x xDinagana = 0 Days 59 Dandaas 8 Palas 10 Vipalas 55 Anupalas
60
60 22

Here the full disc.

If we multiply the number of elapsed lunar days by 12, we get a result in degrees. When this result is added
to the corrected position of sun we will have another sum. To this sum if we add ten times of the Kalaas
obtained by adding Kshayaahasesha (as described in verse 13)36 to one-seventh of itself, we will have the
corrected position of the moon.
16

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:37
If one-twelfth of the difference between sun and moon’s position is Tithi (lunar days), then multiplying
tithi by 12 we will get the difference in the position of sun and moon. The mean of the times of mid-lunar
day and the rise the moon is called Kshayaahaadya. This is in solar days; to convert it to lunar days we
have to multiply it with 64 and divide it with 63. Later if we multiply it with Kalaas of 12 Angshaas (i.e. 12
x 60 = 720) we get the result in Kalaas. Hence
64
Rising moon = elapsed lunar days x 12 − Position of the sun + Avamasesha x
x 720
63  1 
= elapsed lunar days x 12 − Position of the sun + Avamasesha x 64 x 1+  x 10
7


But since as per verse 13 : Avamasesha x 64 = Kshayaahasesha, hence we have
 1
Rising moon = elapsed lunar days x 12 − Position of the sun + Kshayaahasesha x 1+  x 10
7



Keep the half of the number of civil days as Kalaas and multiply next half with 3 and add this product to the
degrees. Again subtracting 1/17 part of the number of civil days from it and adding this difference to the
mean position of the Mars at the beginning of the year we will get the mean position of the Mars at a given
time38.
17

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
Mean position of Mars = its position at the beginning of the year + ½ x no of civil days (in degrees)
+ ½ x no of civil days (in minutes) x 3 – 1/17 x no of civil days (in minutes)
Now , ½ x no of civil days (in degrees) = 0 Angsha 30 Kalaas and ½ x no of civil days (in minutes) x 3 = 1
Kalaa 30 Vikalaas.
Adding these two we have 0 Angshas 31 Kalaas 30 Vikalaas. Now 1/17 of no of civil days is = 0 Angshas 0
Kalaas 3 Vikalaas 31.9 Anukalas. Subtracting this from the above sum we have = 0 Angshas 31 Kalaas 26
Vikalaas 28.1 Anukalaas which can be compared to the daily motion.
Inconsistency! Does he mean Tithikshaya = Kshayaahasesha?
This entire note is ambiguous.
38
Although Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati starts giving us accounts of daily motions from this verse he does not mention any unit. I have taken
it to be in degrees-minutes-seconds, which seems to be a logical one.
Mutilated portions and ambiguous phrasing of sentences makes this entire note very very difficult to understand. I have tried my best in translating
this but I can’t shake of the feeling hat something is wrong somewhere.
36
37
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To the position of the apex of fastest motion for Mercury at the beginning of the year if we add four-times
the number of civil days and twelve times number of civil days divided by 130 we will get the position of
Mercury.
18a

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
Apex of fastest motion for Mercury = Apex of fastest motion for Mercury
Apex of fastest motion for Mercury = Position of apex of fastest motion at the begining of the year for Mercury
12
+ 4 x Aharganas +
x Aharganas (in degrees)
130

If we take Ahargana as 1 we have the result as 4 Raashis, 5 Angshas, 32 Kalaas, 18 Vikalaas, 28 Anukalas,
this is the daily motion of Mercury.

To the position of Jupiter at the beginning of the year we add 12 degrees of number of civil days and
subtract from it 1/71 parts of itself in minutes we get the mean position of Jupiter.
18b

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
Mean position of Jupiter = Mean position of Jupiter at the begining of the year + Aharganas in degrees
-

1
x Aharganas in minutes
71

If we Ahargana as 1 we have 0 Raashis, 4 Angshas, 59 Kalaas, 9.2 Vikalaas as the daily motion of Jupiter.

If we add ten-times number of civil days divided by 6 (in degrees) to the position of apex of fastest motion
for Venus and subtract from this sum ten-times number of civil days divided by 155 (in degrees) we get the
position of the apex of fastest motion for Venus at that day.
19

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
Position of apex of fastest motion for Venus = Position of apex of fastest motion for Venus at the begining of the year
10
10
+
x Aharganas in degrees x Aharganas in degrees
6
155

If we take Ahargana as 1 we have 1 Raashi, 36 Angshas, 7 Kalaas, 44.6 Vikalaas as the daily motion of
Venus.

We divide the number of civil days for the position of Saturn at the beginning of the year into two parts and
multiply each of them by 2. Then convert one to minutes and divide the second by 5 and then convert it to
seconds. Then add all of them to yield the mean position of Saturn.
Similarly, to the apex of the moon at the beginning of the year if we add one-tenth of number of civil days
and 1/88 part of it we get the apex of moon.
20

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
Mean position of Saturn = Mean Position of Saturn at the begining of the year + 2 x Aharganas in minutes
+

2
x Aharganas in seconds
5

Taking Aharganas as 1 we have the daily motion of Saturn as 2 Kalaas 0 Vikalaas 22.9 Anukalaas.
Apex of Moon = Apex of Moom at the begining of the year +

Aharganas
10

in degrees +

Aharganas

in degrees

88

The daily motion of Moon as 6 Kalaas 40 Vikalaas 53.9 Anukalaas.
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To the position of the Pata (node) at the beginning of the year if we add 30 times number of civil days
divided by 566 we will get a result in degrees which is the position node of the moon. This node is known as
Raahu and Tama.
21

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
Mean position of the Node = Position of the node at the begining of the year +

Aharganas x 30
566

Taking Aharganas as 1 we have the daily motion of Saturn as 3 Kalaas 10 Vikalaas 48.3 Anukalaas.

We multiply the number of civil days by 100,000. Then dividing this product by 101,461 for Sun, 151,787
for Moon, 190,833 for Mars, 24,436 for Mercury, 1,203,400 for Jupiter, 62,416 for Venus, 2,990,000 for
Saturn 898,000 for Apex of Moon, 1,886,800 for Rahu and for mean position of the moon we multiply the
product by additional 20 we will have a result individually. If we add these individual results to the position
of each of them, we will have their individual mean positions.

22-24

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
Past revolutions of a planet =

No of revolutions in an Aeon x No of civil days
No of solar days in an Aeon

No of revolutions in an Aeon x 360 x No of civil days
No of solar days in an Aeon

 No of revolutions in an Aeon x 360  x 100,000 x No of civil days
= No of solar days in an Aeon x 100,000



Degrees covered =

Now if we take

No of solar days in an Aeon x 100,000 

= denominato r D, then we have

No of revolutions in an Aeon x 360 
No of civil days x 100,000
Degrees covered =
D

For moon the denominator D is already multipled by 20. In this case the denominator would be 75893.50.

The number of minutes of arc moved by a planet per day gives the mean daily motion of that planet39.
26
The spatial speed of the planets measured in Yojanas covered each day in the sky is same. In angle (minutes
of the arc) however the speeds of the planets differ. So we perceive slowness or fastness in their movements.
27
All the planets have same circular path consisting of 21600 Kalaas. But it is due to the vastness or shortness
of the circular path we have different speeds of different planets. The smaller orbit has a smaller spatial
distance that requires to be covered and a longer orbit has a longer spatial distance to be covered. The speed
being constant the evidently the longer orbit will take apparently more minutes of arc to be covered. Hence
the Mercury, Venus, Sun, Jupiter and Saturn being placed at a longer distance from the Moon in ascending
order their orbits are longer in ascending order, so they are slower in angular motion in that order.
25

39

Very much ambiguous translation. This is what I could make out from the total text given.
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Madhyamaadhikare Adhimaasadinirnayapakramah
Section 1, Chapter 6: Determination of intercalary months
To get the required week day we have to add or subtract one to the Aharganas40. Similarly we have to add
or subtract to the lunar days (Tithi). Such calculations of lunar days apply for determination of Adhimaasa
(intercalary month) and Avamasesha and also for intercalary months of an Aeon and Avama-sesha.
2
To the smaller collection of civil days (Laghu Ahargana41) we have to add or subtract 1 similarly. The same
calculation applies to Avamaagra (=Avamasesha). If the intercalary month extend upto the beginning of a
year, then we have to add the number of lunar days of the said intercalary month in the calculation of Laghu
Ahargana.
3
During the calculation of Aharganas if we cannot have a mean intercalary month, but if the corrected
intercalary month falls within that time then we will have to add 1 to the number of intercalary months.
Similarly if we derive the mean intercalary month by virtue of calculation and if that month is not a corrected
intercalary month then we will have to subtract 1 from the number of the intercalary months. The scholars
should determine the number of days from the intercalary months42.
4
To find out the positions of sun and moon43 first multiply the number of intercalary months in an Aeon by
30, then add or subtract the Adhimaasasesha to it as per the rule described earlier and after this either add
or subtract 1 to the number of months elapsed from Chaitra.
5
If during the correction procedure44 even if we get an intercalary month instead of corrected intercalary
month we can safely ignore it. When ignoring this intercalary month we have to keep provision for a 30 added
correction. The scholars are aware of it, but here I describe this for the novices.
6
If the sun does not have a single Sankranti45 within a lunar month, that particular month is called an
intercalary month. If in a lunar month there are 2 Sankrantis of the sun, then that month is called a
Kshayamaasa (as 2 months are constituted in tat lunar month). The occurrences of Kshayamaasas are very
rare and generally they occur in the 8th, 9th and 10th months of the year46. At that time there are 2
intercalary months in a single year.
1

To get the required week day we have to add or subtract one to the Aharganas. Similarly we have to add or subtract to the lunar days (Tithi). Such
calculations of lunar days apply for determination of Adhimaasa (intercalary month) and Avamasesha and also for intercalary months of an Aeon and
Avama-sesha.
To the smaller collection of civil days (Laghu Ahargana ) we have to add or subtract 1 similarly. The same calculation applies to Avamaagra
(=Avamasesha). If the intercalary month extend upto the beginning of a year, then we have to add the number of lunar days of the said intercalary
month in the calculation of Laghu Ahargana.
During the calculation of Aharganas if we cannot have a mean intercalary month, but if the corrected intercalary month falls within that time then we
will have to add 1 to the number of intercalary months. Similarly if we derive the mean intercalary month by virtue of calculation and if that month is
not a corrected intercalary month then we will have to subtract 1 from the number of the intercalary months. The scholars should determine the
number of days from the intercalary months.
To find out the positions of sun and moon first multiply the number of intercalary months in an Aeon by 30, then add or subtract the Adhimaasasesha
to it as per the rule described earlier and after this either add or subtract 1 to the number of months elapsed from Chaitra.
If during the correction procedure even if we get an intercalary month instead of corrected intercalary month we can safely ignore it. When ignoring
this intercalary month we have to keep provision for a 30 added correction. The scholars are aware of it, but here I describe this for the novices.
If the sun does not have a single Sankranti within a lunar month, that particular month is called an intercalary month. If in a lunar month there are 2
Sankrantis of the sun, then that month is called a Kshayamaasa (as 2 months are constituted in tat lunar month). The occurrences of Kshayamaasas
are very rare and generally they occur in the 8th, 9th and 10th months of the year. At that time there are 2 intercalary months in a single year.
One Kshayamaasa occurred in 974 Saka Era . Again in Saka Eras 1115, 1256 and 1378 there would be occurrence of Kshayamaasas. Normally we have
a Kshayamaasa after 141 years; and sometimes even after 19 years we can have a Kshayamaasa.
I consider that mathematician as the sun that helps the lotus-blossom bud in the garden of lotuses, who can answer the quest of a person who seeks
to know how, when and in course of how many years two intercalary months fall in the course of a single year.
41
That is collection of collection of solar days from the beginning of a year. See Chapter 5 verse 13.
42
Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note : The intercalary month obtained from mean motion and and mean position of the sun and the moon is
also obtained by using rule of three numbers during the calculation of Aharganas. The intercalary month determined using the corrected position of
the sun and the moon and their corrected motion is called the corrected intercalary month (Spashtaadhimaasa). Normally a calendar contains this
corrected intercalary months. Hence during the calculation of Aharganas we need this corrected intercalary month as we take the lunar days from
the calendar.
43
See chapter 3 verse 7.
44
See chapter 5 verse 5
45
The day of leaving of one constellation and entering of another by the sun is called a Sankranti.
46
That is during the months of Kartika, Agrahaayana and Pausha.
40
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One Kshayamaasa occurred in 974 Saka Era47. Again in Saka Eras 1115, 1256 and 137848 there would be
occurrence of Kshayamaasas. Normally we have a Kshayamaasa after 141 years; and sometimes even after
19 years we can have a Kshayamaasa.
8
I consider that mathematician as the sun that helps the lotus-blossom bud in the garden of lotuses, who can
answer the quest of a person who seeks to know how, when and in course of how many years two intercalary
months fall in the course of a single year.
7

Madhyamaadhikare Paridhyaadinirnayapakramah
Section 1, Chapter 7: Determination of circumference of
the earth
It is said that the circumference of the earth is 4967 Yojanas and its diameter is 1581 Yojanas. If we subtract
the latitudes of the two places situated north and south of each other, multiply that difference with the
circumference of the earth and divide this product with 360 we can determine the distance between them
in Yojanas49.
2a
Multiplying the circumference of the earth by the RSine of the co-latitude of that place and dividing it by
the radius (3438) we will have the corrected circumference of the earth. Else we can multiply the
circumference of the earth by 12 and divide it by equinoctial hypotenuse50 (Visuvatkarna) we will have the
corrected circumference of the earth.
1

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
Subtracting the latitude of a place from 90° we will have its co-latitude. Visuvatkarna means the entrance
of the sun in the equator and the hypotenuse of its shadow formed at the mid-day.
Circumfere nce of the earth
Radius of the earth
12 (Cone)
=
=
Corrected circumfere nce of the earth RSine of Co - latitude Equinoctia l Hypotenuse
RSine of Co - latitude x Circumfere nce of the earth
Radius of the earth
RSine of Co - latitude x 4967
=
3438
4967 x 12
59604
=
or, Corrected circumfere nce of the earth =
Equinoctial Hypotenuse Equinoctia l Hypotenuse
Corrected circumfere nce of the earth =

The line that passes over Lanka and Ujjaini and touches the places like Kurukshetra and goes to the pole is
named by the scholars as Prime Meridian of the earth51.
3
When we multiply the distance between the two places on the same latitude by the daily motion of a planet
and divide the product by the corrected circumference of the earth we will have the result as the
2b

974 Saka Era = 1052 AD.
1115 Saka Era = 1193 AD, 1256 Saka Era = 1334 AD & 1378 Saka Era = 1456 AD.
49
Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Shiromani’s note : According to Aryabhata the circumference of the earth is 1050 Yojanas (Aryasiddhantanuvada Page
3). According to Shri Surya Siddhanta the circumference of the earth is 1600 Yojanas (Page 9). According to Prof. Beschel the longest radius of earth
is 3962.802 miles and the shortest radius is 3949.555 miles (see Golaadhyaya Page 34).
50
The hypotenuse of the right angled triangle formed by the cone and the equinoctial mid-day of it.
51
Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Shiromani’s note : According to Shri Surya Siddhanta (translator’s note : here he quotes Sanskrit Verse no 62 Chapter 1
from Sri Surya Siddhanta whose translation I give as follows) The line that passes through the Demons’ haunt and the mountain of the Gods (Mount
Sumeru), on which there are cities like Rohitaka and Avanti (Ujjain), is the prime meridian (Madhyarekha). The scholars have determined Ujjaini to be
situated at the terrestrial longitude 75°52’E of London and latitude 23°11’. According to them Rohitaka is situated at the terrestrial longitude 76°38’
E of London and latitude of 28°54’. We mean a place on the equator by the word Lanka. (See Golaadhyaya page 57).
47
48
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Deshaantara. If the place is to the east of the prime meridian we have to subtract the Deshaantara and if the
place is to the west we have to add the Deshaantara to get the planetary position.
Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
Different places on the same latitude have different times of sunrise. We need the Deshaantara correction
for determining the mean position of the planets at sunrise.
Deshaantara
Daily motion of the planet
=
Corrected circumference of the earth Difference inYojanas

If a place lies to the east of the prime meridian then the eclipse will be seen at a later time than the time it
would be seen in the prime meridian. If a place lies to the west of the prime meridian, it would experience
the eclipse before the prescribed time at the prime meridian. The difference of time between the time of
eclipse as seen along the prime meridian and the time of the same eclipse as seen from a particular place is
called the Deshaantara of that place in time units52.
5
Multiplying this Deshaantara by the corrected circumference of the earth and dividing the product by 60 we
will have the Deshaantara of that place in Yojanas. If the Deshaantara in time units be multiplied by the daily
motion and divided by 60 we will have a result. If we add this result to or subtract this result from the
planetary position we will get the Deshaantara corrected planetary position.
4

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
Deshaantara inYojanas Corrected circumference of earth
=
Deshaantara in time units
60 Dandaas
Deshaantara inYojanas = Daily motion of the planet
60 Dandaas
Deshaantara in time units
If the place be to the east of prime meridian the Deshaantara should be subtracted.

If the place be to the east then the week-day begins after the local sunrise to the extent of Deshaantara in
time units. If the place be at the west then the week-day begins before the sunrise at Lanka to the extent of
Deshaantara in time units. Again if the sun be at the northern hemisphere, then the week-day would begin
after and if the sun is in the southern hemisphere the week-day would begin before the time of the sun-rise
at the prime meridian to the extent of half of the variation of a sidereal day from 30 Ghatiis (Chara)53.
7-8
If we divide the number of elapsed years of an Aeon by 1200 we have a quotient. Again subtracting this
quotient from 12000 we will have a difference. Now dividing the smallest of these two numbers (the quotient
and the difference) by 200 we will have a result in minutes (Kalaas). We then multiply this result by 3, 5, 5,
15 and 2 individually and successively. We will then subtract the corresponding products from the positions
of the Sun, Moon, Jupiter, Venus and apex of slowest motion of the moon respectively. Again we will take
the result in minutes (Kalaas) and multiply it with 1, 52, 2 and 4 individually and successively. We will then
add these results to the positions of Mars, Mercury, Node of the moon and Saturn. (This is called the
Viijakarma).
9
This work can be made more voluminous by describing methods which are easy and interesting to
unintelligent persons. But the learned people look down upon such work as indulging in unnecessary
verbosity. We do not need a detailed exposition of them in this work. Hence I have briefly touched upon
them.
6

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Shiromani’s note : Lunar eclipse is seen at the same time all over the earth. This is because the lunar eclipse occurs when
the shadow of earth falls on that of the moon. But owing to the difference in longitude this eclipse is seen at different times after the sunset.
53
Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Shiromani’s note : The week-day begins with the sun-rise at Lanka. If the place is to the east of the prime meridian then
its week-day will start exactly after the Dandaas of the Deshaantara. But we need to do a half of the variation of a sidereal day from 30 Ghatii (Chara)
correction in the time of its sunrise to account for its latitude. Bhaskara has specified this correction for the places of the northern hemisphere in a
way, which is to be applied in the reverse order for the places in the southern hemisphere.
52
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For the sake of clarity of exposition an intelligent man can make use of various methods like numerators,
fractions having numerators and denominators mutually prime, various methods of interpolation and
reduction and different numerators and denominators to get the desired results.
10

Spashtaadhikare Grahaspashtasadhanapakramah
Section 2, Chapter 1: Determination corrected planetary
positions
The corrected positions of the planets are alone required to decide auspicious moments for journeys,
marriages, celebrations of birth etc. For this reason we will now give the methods of correcting the mean
positions of the planets so as to agree with their observed positions.

1

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note:
In this verse Bhaskara gives us the definitions of corrected position and observed position. For a detailed
discussion on this topic please refer to the book “Bange Panjika Sanskara” (correction of Bengali
calenders).

The planets lie at the tip of the half-cord (Aardhajyaa) which is an oblique line from the line of the mean
position. Hence all the processes pertaining to a planet are carried through this half-chord (Aardhajyaa). From
this point onwards we denote half-cord (Aardhajyaa) as chord (Jyaa).

2

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note:
Twice the radius of the arc, or the half-line joining the centre with a point on the circumference
is called a chord (Jyaa).
Obtaining the sines of the angles and tabulation of the sines. The planet deflected to the true position from
the mean lies at the end of a half-chord (which is the Hindu sine of an angle) so that many processes
pertaining to a planet are carried through Sines of angles; hence the word half-chord alone is connoted in
this work wherever the word J ya meaning a, chord is used.
The lengths of these half-chords ( or the Hindu Sines) for angles increasing from 0° to 90° at intervals of 3¾0
are as follows-225', 449', 671, 890, 1105, 1315, 1520, 1719, 1910, 2093, 2267, 2431, 2585, 2728, 2859, 2977,
3084, 3177, 3256, 3321, 3372, 3409, 3431, 3438. The ut-kra.majya. Is or the Hindu versed-sines are
respectively 7, 29, 66,117,182, 261,354,461, 579,710,853, 1007, 1171, 1345, 1528, I719, 1918, 2123, 2333,
2548, 2767, 2989, 3213, 3438.
The word Tribhajya or Trijy;I is half-diameter. The word jya khanda.s used by pa.ndits connote the differences
between successive sines.

3-9

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note:
Bhaskara has given a long list of tabular sines (Kramajya) and tabular versed sines (Utkramajya) in verses
3-9. It is given in a tabular form as below.
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Sine No
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Signs/degress of
the arc

Chord/Tabular
sines

0 Sign 0° 0′
0 Sign 3° 45′
0 Sign 7° 30′
0 Sign 11° 15′
0 Sign 15° 0′
0 Sign 18° 45′
0 Sign 22° 30′
0 Sign 26° 15′
1 Sign 0° 0′
1 Sign 3° 45′
1 Sign 7° 30′
1 Sign 11° 15′
1 Sign 15° 0′
1 Sign 18° 45′
1 Sign 22° 30′
1 Sign 26° 15′
2 Sign 0° 0′
2 Sign 3° 45′
2 Sign 7° 30′
2 Sign 11° 15′
2 Sign 15° 0′
2 Sign 18° 45′
2 Sign 22° 30′
2 Sign 26° 15′
3 Sign 0° 0′

0
225
449
671
890
1105
1315
1520
1719
1910
2093
2267
2431
2585
2728
2859
2978
3084
3177
3256
3321
3372
3409
3431
3438

Difference (Δ)
225
224
222
219
215
210
205
199
191
183
174
164
154
143
131
118
107
93
79
65
51
37
22
7
-7

Tabular versed
sine
(Utkramajya)
0
7
29
66
117
182
261
354
460
579
710
853
1007
1171
1345
1528
1719
1918
2123
2333
2548
2767
2989
3213
3438

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note:
The process of determining Jyaa is being described in the beginning of chapters Sfutagativasana and
Jyotpatti of Golaadhyaya. According to Shri Surya Siddhanta the sine of 16 minutes of arc is 2978 and that
of 8 minutes of arc is 460. Actually they tend to 2977.18 and 460.57 respectively.

The difference of two sines (tabular and versed tabular) is called Jyaakhanda (Δ). Sum of all Jyaakhanda
gives us the diameter (Vyaasa). If we divide Asu54 or number of arc by 225 we will have the quotient as the
elapsed number of arc minutes.
10

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note:
If we divide a circle in four halves we have 90° in each of the halves. We imagine 24 arcs in each of the
halves and corresponding number of chords are being mentioned as before. To determine the arc of a
degree we have to see in which quadrant (half) it lies and what is its equivalent degree in that half. If the
quadrant be even, then it is being required to be subtracted from 90° and the remainder should be
multiplied by 60 to convert it to Kalaas (minutes).

If we multiply the difference of Gata and Gamya Dhanu with the remainder of division as mentioned earlier
and divide this product by 225 we will have a result. If we add to this result the sine of the arc that has past
(Gata Dhanu jyaa) we will have the desired sine.
12
If we multiply the previously determined number of arcs by 225 and add to this the result obtained in the
previous verse we will have the Kalaas (minutes) of the desired arc. The greatest declination is 24° and its
sine is 1397.
11

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note:
54

Asu= 4 seconds of sidereal time; 1 minute of arc (part of the 5400 Asava cosntituting a quarter of the sidereal day).
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According to the Western Scholars the Greatest declination was 23°27′8.26″. Each year it decreases by
468 Vikalaas (seconds). Major General A. W. Dreshan has mentioned this result in his calculation of
greatest declination]. To simplify calculations we can use Laghukshandas55 to determine the sine.

The Laghukshandas are respectively 21, 20, 19, 17, 15, 12, 9, 5, 2. If we divide the degrees by 10 we will
have the intervals of sine (Jyaakshanda). If we multiply these with the remainders and divide that product
with 10 and add them to the previous remainders we will have successive difference of sine (Laghujyaa). The
Laghujyaa of 24° is 48′45″. We fix the tabular versed sine (Utkramajyaa) starting to calculate from the end of
the above mentioned figure.
13-14

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note:
The modern scholars use decimal system to determine the sines. According to them the sines for 10°
intervals are respectively 0.174, 0.342, 0.500, 0.643, 0.766, 0.866, 0.940, 0.985 and 1.000. We get the
Laghujyaas if we multiply each with 120. If the difference of sines is Kshanda then we can easily calculate
them. As per Laghujyaa calculation we have the radius as 120; generally radius is taken to be 3438. Hence
for each successive difference of sines (Laghujyaa) the normal sine is 28′39″. The greatest declination is
generally 1397; if we multiply this by 120 and divide the product by 3438 we will have 48′45″.

We successively subtract the Differntials/Kshandas (Δ) starting from the beginning from the successive
difference of sines (Laghujyaa), at a certain point we will reach a stage where no further subtraction is
possible. Then the remainder is multiplied by 10 and divided by the uncorrected Kshandas to yeild a quotient
which when added to 10 times preceeding Kshanda will yeild the arc-measure in Degrees.
16
If the remainder be multiplied by the difference of preceding (Gata) and following (Gamya) difference
(Kshanda) we will have a product. If this product be divided by 20 and then this quotient be subtracted from
the half of the sum of preceding (Gata) and following (Gamya) difference (Kshanda) we will have a
rectification coefficient (Bhogya) for Tabular and Versed Tabular Sines.
15

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note:
If s0, s1, s2 be three sines and d1 (=s1-s0) and d2 (=s2-s1) be difference of sines bet ween them
(Jyaakshanda/Δ) and A be the remainder of arc then,

sine (Jyaa)

d +d
+( −
A2
+1
2
)
x
A
2 d + d dd2− dd1 x


2
1
+ 2
x A2
=s+Ax 1
1
 2

2
s=1

The part in the parenthesis is the rectification co-efficient. For a detailed explanation please see Lunar
tables as calculated by Hansen.

(During the calculation of arc) As described earlier, if we subtract the Kshandas successively and take the
remainder, divide it by 2 and multiply this product by the difference of preceding (Gata) and following
(Gamya) difference (Kshanda), divide by the following difference (Gamya Kshanda) and as described earlier,
this be subtracted from the half of the sum of preceding (Gata) and following (Gamya) difference (Kshanda)
for Tabular Arc and added to the half of the sum of preceding (Gata) and following (Gamya) difference
(Kshanda) for Versed Tabular Arc we will have the rectification coefficient (Bhogya Kshanda) for the
calculation of arc.
17

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note:
This follows from the above equation.

55

Laghukshanda = differntials. Although Bimala Prasad Siddhanta Saraswati refers to this he does not provide any detailed information about this.
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If we subtract the apex of slowest motion (Mandocca) from the mean position of a planet we will have the
Anomaly (Mandakendra) of the planet. Similary if the mean position of the planet be subtracted from the
apex of fastest motion (Sighrocca) we will have the Commutation (Shighrakendra). If the Anomaly be in the
Libra then it should be positive and if it is in in Aries it should be negitive. For Commutation however the
reverse happens, that is negitive in Libra and positive in Aries.
19
Three signs (3X30° = 90°) make a quadrant (Pada). Four Padas make one circle (4 x 90° = 360°). The
Quadrants are named odd and even alternatively. In an odd quadrant preceding degrees and in a even
quadrant the following degrees is called a base56 (of a right angled triangle). If we subtract this base from
three signs we have the perpendicular57 (of a right angled triangle).
20
If we succesively subtract Bhujajya (RSine of base of a right-angled Triangle) and Kotijya (RCos of an angle)
from Radius (Trijya) we will have the Tabular Versed sines of base and perpendicular of the right-angled
triangle. If we subtract the Tabular Versed sines of base and perpendicular of the right-angled triangle from
the Radius (Trijya) we will have the tabular sines of base and perpendicular of the right-angled triangle.
21
If from the square of the radius we subtract the square of RSine of Base or RCos and take the square root
of the result we have the result approximately equal to Rsine or RCos respectively. Similarly we can calculate
the Day-radius (Dyujyaa), Rsine of Declination (Krantijyaa), Rsine of Zenith Distance (Drigjyaa), Cone (Shanku)
and Radius (Trijyaa).
22
The circumference of the Manda (slowest motion) epicycle for Sun is 13°40′, for moon is 31°36′, for Mars
is 70°, for Mercury 38°, for Jupiter 33°, for Venus 11° and for Saturn 50°.
23-25
The circumference of the Shighra (fastest motion) epicycle for Mars is 243°40′, for Mercury 132°, for
Jupiter 68°, for Venus 258° and for Saturn 40°. If we divide twice the Rsine of the anomaly for Venus by 3438
and subtract this resu;lt from the circumference of the Manda epicycle, we will have their corrected
circumference. Similarly if we divide five times the Rsine of the commutation for Venus by 3438 and add this
result to the Shighra epicycle we will have its corrected circumference. Based on the quadrant in which the
first Anomaly occurs for Mars determine the preceeding and following, then take the smallest of these two
and multiply its sine with 6°40′ and divide that by 2431 (sine of 45°) and add this result in case of Aquarius
and subtract this for cancer to get the corrected aphelion position of Mars. If we subtract the result in degrees
from the Shighra epicycle we will have the corrected Shighra circumference.
26
If we multiply its own circumference with Rsine and Rcos and divide the products respectively by 360 we
have the Bhujaphala58 and Kotiphala respectively. If we multiply Antyaphalajya59 with Rsine and Rcos and
divide this product by radius we will have sine of Rsine of base and Rcos of base.
18

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:

radius x circumference
360
Antyaphalajyaa x 360
or Circumfere nce =
radius
But we know
circumfere nce x Bhujajyaa
Bhujaphalajyaa =
360
Antyaphalajyaa x 360 xBhujajyaa
=
radius x 360
Antyaphalajyaa x Bhujajyaa
=
radius
Antyaphalajyaa =

The specific term used by Bimala Prasad Siddhanta Saraswati is Bhuja.
The specific term used by Bimala Prasad Siddhanta Saraswati is Koti.
58
It is difficult to define Bhujaphala and Kotiphala, they should be depicted pictorially. If we procude the radius of a circle and draw a perpendicular
on this produced radius and join it with the point where the radius cuts the circumference of the circle it then forms a right angled triangle. The base
of this right angled triangle is Kotiphala and its perpendicular is Bhujaphala.
59
Antyaphalajyaa = Sine of Maximum correction due to apex of slowest motion (Mandocca) or maximum correction due to apex of fastest motion
(Shighrocca) . The former is equal to sine of radius of Manda epicycle and the later is equal to sine of radius of Shighra epicycle.
56
57
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In Aquarius we add Rcos with Antyaphalajyaa and in Cancer we take the difference of Rcos and
Antyaphalajyaa to yield us a result. Now to the square of this result if we add square of Rsine and take the
square root of this sum we will have the hypotenuse.
27

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note:
If we know length of two sides and the angle subtend between them, then determination of the third side
is known as determination of the hypotenuse (Karna). We denote one side as Radius (of a circle) and the
other as Antyaphalajyaa. We then produce Antyaphalajyaa and draw a perpendicular at the other end of
the Radius, this perpendicular is known as Bhujajyaa (Rsine). The line joining this perpendicular and
Antyphalajyaa is known as Kotijyaa (Rcos). Similarly if we produce the radius and drop a perpendicular
from the other point of Antyaphalajyaa to the Radius, then the perpendicular is called Bhujaphala and the
line from the base of this perpendicular to the Radius (where the circle cuts the produced radius) is called
Kotiphala. Now in simple equation terms we have:
(Hypotenuse)2 = (Antyaphalajyaa)2 + (Radius)2 + 2 x Antyaphalajyaa x Kotijyaa
but (Radius)2 = (Bhujajyaa)2 + (Kotijyaa)2
hence we have,
(Hypotenuse)2 = (Antyaphalajyaa)2 + (Bhujajyaa)2 + (Kotijyaa)2 + 2 x Antyaphalajyaa x Kotijyaa
= (Bhujajyaa)2 + [(Antyaphalajyaa)2 + (Kotijyaa)2 + 2 x Antyaphalajyaa x Kotijyaa]
= (Bhujajyaa)2 + [(Antyaphalajyaa) + (Kotijyaa)]2

As Kotijyaa (Rcos) is positive in Aquarius and negative in Cancer, we have to take their difference in Cancer.

Similarly if we add the radius and Kotiphala in Aquarius and take their difference in Cancer, we will have a
result. To the square of this result if we add the square of Bhujaphala and take the square root of the sum
we will have the hypotenuse.
28

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note:
If we substitute (Bhujaphala + Kotiphala)2 in place of Antyaphalajyaa and Radius x Kotiphala in place of
Antyaphalajyaa x Kotijyaa we will have from the above equation:
(Hypotenuse)2 = (Bhujaphala)2 + [(Radius)2 + (Kotiphala)2 + 2 x Radius x Kotiphala]
= (Bhujaphala)2 + [(Radius) + (Kotiphala)]2

Similarly if we add the radius and Kotiphala in Aquarius and take their difference in Cancer, we will have a
result. To the square of this result if we add the square of Bhujaphala and take the square root of the sum
we will have the hypotenuse.
30
If the sine of mean anomaly (Laghubhujajyaa) of Sun be multiplied by 20 and divided by 1103 we will have
the equation of the centre for Sun (Mandafala) in degrees. Similarly if the sine of mean anomaly
(Laghubhujajyaa) of Moon be multiplied by 20 and divided by 477 we will have the equation of the centre for
moon (Mandafala) in degrees.
29

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note:

Rsine of Equation of Centre =

Circumpher ence X Rsine

360
Dividing both sides by 60 and exchanging Rsine X120 = 3438 X Difference of sine (Laghujyaa),
the above equation transforms as :
20 X Differnce of Sine XCircumphe rence X 3438
Equation of the centre in degrees (Mandafalangsha) =
20 X 360 X 120 X 60
If the circumfere nce of Sun be 13°40′ and that of Moon be 31°36′
20 X sine of mean anomaly (laghubhujajyaa)
1103.3
20 X sine of mean anomaly (laghubhujajyaa)
Equation of the centre for Moon in degrees =
477.17
Equation of the centre for Sun in degrees =
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For sun if the cosine of mean anomaly (Laghukotijyaa) be divided by 54 and for moon if the cosine of mean
anomaly (Laghukotijyaa) be multiplied by 4 and then divided by 7 gives us a factor opf the motion for sun and
moon. This factor should be added in Cancer and should be subtracted in Capricorn and we will get the
corrected motion of sun and moon.
31

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note:
absolute Equation of the centre X sine of centre
radius
absolute Equation of the centre X sine of [centre + motion at the centre for 1 day ]
Equation of Centre for 2nd day =
radius
Jyaakendra + cosine of motion of 1 day at the centre + 

absolute Equation of the centre 
radius
=
X 
radius
cosine of centre X sine of motion of 1 day at the centre 


radius
Now if we take cosine of motion of 1day at the centre ≈ Radius and sine of motion of 1day at the centre ≈ motion at the centre
we have
Equation of Centre for 1st day =

absolute Equation of the centre X sine of [centre + motion at the centre for 1 day ]
radius
absolute Equation of the centre motion at the centre for 1day
+
x
x cosine of centre
radius
3438

Equation of Centre for 2nd day =

Subtracting the 1st day from that of the 2nd day we have
absolute Equation of the centre motion at the centre for 1day cosine of centre
equation of the centre of motion =
x
x
radius
radius
3438
but cosine of centre =

Radius x differenec of sine
120

hence we have

equation of the centre of motion in degress = absolute Equation of the centre in degres x

motion at the centre in degrees

3438
20X120X60 59°8′ difference of cosine difference of cosine
equation of the centre of motion in degrees for sun =
x
=
x
1103.3
3438
120
54
20X60 784
4
equation of the centre of motion in degrees for moon =
x difference of cosine =
x
x difference of cosine
477.2 3438
6.98

x

difference of cosine
120

Note: This formulaworkout is wrong in many places, had innumerable printing mistakes and also
contained unexplained terms and items.

If we multiply Bhujaphala with the radius or Multiply Rsine with Antyaphalajyaa and divide this product by
the hypotenuse we have a result which is a sine which when converted to arc gives us the equation of
conjunction.
32

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note:
From the diagram described in Verse 27 we have :
Shighraphalajyaa Bhujaphala
=
Hypotenuse
Radius
again we know,
Shighraphalajyaa Antyaphalajyaa
=
Bhujajyaa
Hypotenuse

If we multiply the Rsine with the Radius and divide this product by the hypotenuse we will have a result,
which when converted to arc and subtracted from the base gives us the equation of conjunction
(Shighraphala). The arc of the radius and the sine of equation of conjunction (Shighraphalajyaa) would be
added to one another in odd quadrants and subtracted from one another in even quadrants to yield their
quadrants of the eccentric circle. Its sine is preceding arcs in the odd quadrants and following arcs in even
quadrant.
33

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note:
Using the same diagram, if we take one angle of that triangle as Bhuja,
and the other as Shigraphala , We can take the third angle as the Bhuja (base) of the
eccentric circle, hence we have
Bhujajyaa of the eccentric circle
Radius
=
Bhujajyaa
Hypotenuse
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If we correct the mean position of the planet with the first equation of the centre (Prathama Mandaphala)
we will have Manda corrected motion. If we subtract this Manda corrected motion from the apex of fastest
motion we will have the commutation which is then used to determine the Shighra Hypotenuse. Using this
correction on the Manda corrected motion we will have the corrected position of the planet. Again taking
this as the mean position and repeating the correction we will have the corrected position and motion. For
Mars we use half of the first two corrections and full for the last two corrections. As Sun and Moon does not
have apex of fastest motion so if we do their Manda correction we will have their corrected position.
36
The difference in position of the corrected planetary position for one day is the instantaneous corrected
motion for a planet.
37
If the daily motion60 of the mean anomaly (Mandakendra) is multiplied by Kotiphala and divided by radius
and the result is then added in Cancer to the mean daily motion and subtracted from the mean daily motion
in Capricorn then we will have the Manda corrected motion of the planet.
34-35

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s note:
From the note of verse 31 we know,
absolute equation of centre
Motion of the equation of centre =
x
Radius
motion of the centre in 1day measured in degrees
x Cosine of centre
3438
absolute equation of centre
but
xCosine of centre = Kotiphala
Radius
Therefore,
motion of the centre
Motion of the equation of centre =
x Kotiphala
3438
With variationin centre the Kotiphala varies and hence the Mandaphala varies.
For moon the variation occurs foir the apex of fastest motion.
Manda correctedmotion = mean motion + motion of equation of centre

In the case of the moon, obtaining the true moon for a particular moment and his daily motion for the day,
the ending moment of the lunar day (tithi) near at hand is to be computed with that daily motion, and the
method of successive approximations is to be used to rectify the ending moment. In the case of the ending
moment of the tithi being sufficiently away, then it does not matter even if the daily motion is applied to get
the approximate ending moment. In as much as the Moon’s daily motion is great and varies from moment
to moment the motion at the moment is to be used.
39
Subtract the Shighraphala in degrees from 90° and determine the sine of the remainder. Multiply this sine
with the motion of the commutation and divide that product by the Shighra hypotenuse. The result thus
obtained when subtracted from the apex of fastest motion gives us the corrected motion. If this subtraction
be impossible then subtract the apex of fastest motion from it and find the retrograde motion.
40
The Shighragatiphala calculation given in the book Lalla dhivriddhitantra is considered incorrect by the
scholars. This is because the Shighragatiphala is zero for 90° and 270° and for 0° it has a Shighragatiphala.
41
If the commutation for Mars is 163, for Mercury is 145, for Jupiter is 125, for Venus is 165 and for Saturn is
113 then we have their retrograde motion. This retrograde motion ends at a degree given by subtraction of
their beginning of retrograde degrees from 360. (For non retrograde Mars is 197, Mercury is 215, Jupiter is
235, Venus is 195 and Saturn is 247).
38

60

This part is mutilated, from the context I take it as Bhukti or daily motion.
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Spashtaadhikare Mishrapakramah
Section 2, Chapter 2: Miscellaneous topics
If the Commutation of Mars be 28°, that of Jupiter be 14° and that of Saturn be 17° then these planets rise
to the east. These three planets sets in the west be the degrees which are the difference of the above and
360°; that is if the commutation for Mars be 332°, for Jupiter be 346° and for Saturn be 343° then these
planets set in the west.
2
If the Commutation for Mercury be 40° and that for Venus be 24° then these planets rise to the west and if
the commutation for Mercury be 155° and that for Venus be 177° then these planets sets to the west. If the
Commutation for Mercury be 205° and that for Venus be 183° then these planets rise to the east and if the
commutation for Mercury be 310° and that for Venus be 336° then these planets sets to the east.
3
[After determining the corrected commutation for any given period of time] subtract that from the
commutation of normal, retrograde, heliacal setting and rising and covert the remainder in to minutes of the
arc. Divide this by the corrected motion of the commutation and correct this to the required time we will
have the preceding and following number of days in which the rising and setting takes place thereafter.
[The division would be fractional as the required times would be nearer; the fractional calculation of time
has already been described]
4
[To obtain the Mean planet knowing the true] Assume the true planet to be the mean; compute the
Mandaphala and Sighraphala and apply them inversely, we have an approximation of the mean planets.
Treating this as mean planets, again obtaining the Mandaphala and Sighraphala and applying them inversely
(i.e. add in negative and subtract in positive) and repeating the process till constant values are obtained, we
have by this method of successive approximation the required mean planet.
5
If we convert the solar position in degrees (Ayanangshas) into the minutes of the arc and divide it by the
mean daily motion of the Sun, then we have the number of days before the Sun enters the Aries or the Libra,
when the Sun would be in equinoxes or solstices. Similarly we can find out the days before the Sun enters
the Capricorn or the Cancer, when the Sun would be in equinoxes or solstices. [When the Sun enters Aries or
Libra we have equinoxes and when it enters Capricorn or Cancer we have solstices.] The midday shadow of
the sun cast by the cone on such an equinoctial day, will give us the required equinoctial shadow
(Palava/Akshachchaya).
1

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
The height of the a cone is taken to be 12 units as per our standards. By equinox we mean the day when
the sun is exactly on the equator. So the midday shadow of the sun on that day =

The declination has to be commutated from the sum of the longitude of that point and the solar position in
degrees (Ayanangshas). If it be required to find out the time before or after the rise of a point of the ecliptic,
6
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we have to compute them from the sum of the longitude of that point and the solar position in degrees
(Ayanangshas).
Multiplying the sine of solar position by sin 24° (=1397) and divide that by the radius we will have the Rsine
of declination (Krantijyaa).
Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
We have taken the greatest declination (Paramnapakrama) as 24°. Hence,
Sine of Solar Position X Sine of Greatest Declination = Rsine of declination X Radius

If we add the square of Rsine of declination to the square of the radius and take its square root we have the
day radius (Dyujyaa) . Arc of Rsine of declination is the true declination. If we multiply the equinoctial shadow
by the Rsine of declination and divide it by 12 we will have Kshitijyaa (Rsine of that part of the diurnal circle
intercepted between the rising-setting line and the 6 o’clock circle).

7

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
(Day Radius) 2 = (Rsine of Declination) 2 + (Radius) 2
Kshitijyaa = Tan of Axis in degrees X Rsine of Declination
Equinoctial Shadow
=
X Rsine of declination
12

If we multiply Kshitijyaa by the radius and divide this product by the day radius (Dyujyaa) we will have the
Charajyaa (Rsine of Chara61). The arc of Charajyaa is the Chara. This Chara can be derived from so called
Charakshanda (Chara segments) using the same process of finding Laghujyaas but dividing the longitude of
the sun by 3. calculating from Aries, the Chara of three signs after subtracting the first from the second and
second from the third we have the Chara segments as 10°, 8°, 3°20′.62 Multiplying this by the equinoctial
shadow we will have approx values of Chara segments in Palas. Now adding the preceding segments to this
we will have approx values of Chara segments in Palas measured in water/fluid units. Multiplying this by 6
we will have the exact value of Chara in Pranas. Its arc will yield exact value of Rsine of Chara.
8-10

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
The Kshitijyaa is situated on the diurnal circle. If we convert this into the equator we will have the
Charajyaa. Hence,
Charajyaa =

Kshitijyaa X Radius
Day Radius

15 Dandas increased or decreased by the Chara Dandas, according as the Sun is in the northern hemisphere
or southern hemisphere, gives half of the day (Dinardha) of the place and the difference of 30 Dandas and
the above half-day (Dinardha) gives half of the night (Ratrardha).

11

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
The day and night is composed of 60 Dandas. During this time the earth completes one revolution63 on its
own axis round the sun. For this reason if we subtract half-day from 30 Dandas we will have the length of
half night.

If we multiply the Chara in Prana with the daily motion of the planet and divide this product by the number
of Pranas in a day we will have a result. Adding this result to the corrected planetary position when the sun
12

Chara = Arc of the celestial equator lying between the 6 o’clock circle and the hour circle of heavenly body at rising; half the variation of sidereal
day from 30 ghatika.
62
Bimala Prasada Siddhnata Saraswati’s note : Charajyaa = Tan (axis) X Tan (declination). Now declination of 30° is a 11°28′, of 60° is 20°08′ and that
of 90° is 23°27′. Their Tangents are respectively 0.203, 0.367 and 0.435. Segments 0.203, 0.164 and 0.068, multiplying ewach by 4.90 we have 10°, 8°,
3°20′.
63
Bimala Parasada Siddhnata Saraswati specifically uses this term.
61
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is in the northern hemisphere and subtracting this result from the corrected planetary position when the sun
is in the southern hemisphere we will have the corrected planetary position at the time of sunrise. To get the
corrected planetary position at the time of the sunset we have to apply the inverse of this rule.

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
If we do not use the instantaneous correction them we will have the planetary position withy respect to
sunrise at Lanka. For getting the planetary position during the sunrise at one’s own place we have to apply
the difference of time of sunrise between that place and Lanka. This correction is called Charaja
Correction.

The squaring the greatest sines of 1, 2 and 3 Signs (i.e. 30°, 60° and 90° respectively) and decreasing those
by the squares of their respective declinations we will have a result. Taking the square-root of this result and
multiplying this by their respective day-radius we will have their chords. The first result, difference of first
and second and the difference of the second and third result will give us the rising Pranas at the equator of
the first three Zodiac signs, their reverse will give the rising times of next three; then the original ones of the
next three and again their reverse will give those of the last three.
13-14

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
On the orbit of the sun, from the end point of 30°, 60° and 90° if we draw perpendiculars to the point of
intersection of equinoxes and orbit of the sun the difference of their base distances would be the chords.
If we take the Cosine of declination as radius and find out their arc we will have the sine of time (Kalajyaa).

Kalajyaa =

(Sine of sign) 2 − (Sine of Declination) 2
Cosine of Declination

The Cosine of the ends of the three zodiacal signs from Cancer etc being multiplied by the radius and divided
by the day-radius we will have sines. The arc of these sines have to be subtracted as described before
preceding from the succeeding. Then we will have the rising times of the three zodiacal signs from Cancer.

15

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
The rising time for other zodiacal signs are determined using this and applying same or reversed orders.

Cosine of Rising time in Pranas = chord (90 - rising times in Pranas)
=

End of Cosine X Radius
Day Radius (= cosine of declination)

The sines of 3 signs starting from Aries is multiplied individually by the day-radius of three signs (=3141).
The product is then divided by the individual day-radii of the three signs gives us sines whose arcs when
corrected using the above method of subtracting the preceding from the succeeding we will have the rising
times in Pranas for Aries etc.
17
The rising times in Pranas of the zodiacal signs, using same and reverse ordes are:
16

Aries
Taurus
Gemini

1670
1792
1937

Cancer
Leo
Virgo

1937
1792
1670

Libra
Scorpio
Sagittarius

1670
1792
1937

Capricorn
Aquarius
Pisces

1937
1792
1670

These in the same or reverse orders diminished by their respective Chara segments which are also in the
same and reverse orders give the rising times of the zodiacal signs starting with Aries for one’s own place.
The Signs from Libra are in a reverse direction, that is as the Aries projecting upwards above the horizon,
Libra would be projecting below the horizon so that, the time taken by the Aries etc to rise is exactly the time
taken by Libra etc to set.
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Computation of rising times of the zodiacal signs would be approximate because we consider big arcs of
the ecliptic. For much closer calculation (using the above method) one should use the rising times of Hora
(hour) or Drekkaana64. [Because they are found out Trigonometrically their ratios are not constant.]
20
The equation of centre of the Sun multiplied by the equatorial rising time of the Zodiacal Sign occupied by
the Sun, and dividing that by 1800 and then again multiplying to this the true daily motion of a planet and
divided by the number of Pranas in a day, gives us the correction (Bhujantara) in the planet, positive or
negative according as the equation of centre of the Sun is positive or negative.
19

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
The difference of mean Sunrise and True Sunrise is a Time Correction (Kalaja Sanskara) or a Bhujantara
Sanskara (correction in planetary position). Since the rising is considered from midday, this is infact a
difference between the local meridian.
Equation of Centre of Sun X Equatorial Rising time of the Zodiacal Sign occupied by the Sun
Minutes occupied by the Zodiac
Bhujantara Prana X Daily motion of the Planet
Bhujantara Sanskara =
No of Pranas in a day
Bhujantara Prana =

If the Equation of centre be positive then the True Sun will rise later and the Mean Sun will rise before.
But we normally determine Midday by the True Sun and for calculation we use mean Sun, and since the
Mean Midday occurs before the True Midday, we have to add the Bhujantara.

The difference in minutes of arc in the longitude of the rising Sun and the Pranas in his Right Ascension,
multiplied by the daily motion of the planet and divided by the number of Pranas in a day is the result to be
added to or subtracted from the planet’s longitude according as the Pranas in the Sun’s Right Ascension are
greater or less than the minutes of arc of his longitude. This is what is called Udayantara correction in
planetary position.
21-22

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
The entrance of the sun into the local meridian (Yamyottara) is mid-day. But during calculation
as we consider there are some time lost in entrance of the sun into the local meridian we need
such corrections. As because the entrance of the Sun into the local meridian cutting the hour
circle is known as the civil mid-day, if we do the Bhujantara correction as described previously
we will have the time of entrance of the sun into the local meridian cutting the ecliptic which
will be denoted as the mid-day time. Hence calculating the rising minute of arc of that time and
subtracting it from the mean position in minutes of the Sun at mid-day we come to know about
the difference. (Translator’s note : first part of this sentence is mutilated beyond recognition)
hence for this reason we need to subtract the planetary speed of that magnitude. Visible midday rising, for this reason we need to take the rising into account. To determine the traveled
Pranas we need to multiply the preceding minutes of the signs by the rising minutes of the arc
at Lanka and divide this product by 1800.
The things we call equations today, Bhaskara has named them Bhujantara and Udayantara
correction. According to Bhaskara the Bhujantara is on the hour-circle.
Had we obtained the Ahargana in terms of the local risings of the zodiacal sign in the place of the equatorial,
and computed the planetary positions for the local true Sunrise obtained that way, we would have done the
three corrections namely Bhujantara, Chara and the Udayantara as well.
23

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
If we determine the difference of corrected solar position and the time of rising at Lanka we will have the
time of mid-day. To find out the time of rising we have to consider the rising time in Pranas at that place,
because here we need to consider the day-night circle as opposed to hour-circle for determining the
position of the sun on the Sky.
64

Bimala Parasada Siddhnata Saraswati does not explain or comment on this term. I am unsure about its meaning.
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(Translator’s note : This verse has many mutilated parts I am not sure whether I have been able to
understand and translate all).

Double of Sine of rising longitude of the sun derived out of the lesser sine table (Laghujyaa), being multiplied
by the daily motion of the planet and divided by 270 and the result in seconds of arc is to be corrected in the
planetary position positive or negative according as the Sun is in even or odd quadrant.

24

(Translator’s note : This verse has many mutilated parts I am not sure whether I have been able to
understand and translate all).

The elongation of the moon, being divided by 12 and 6 the quotient represent the elapsed Tithis and
Karanas (half of lunar day). If the elapsed Karanas are x, then count x-1 from the beginning of Bava to get the
current Karana and count from Shakuni to get the current one beginning from the mid-moment of 14th day
of waning phase of the moon.
26
Take again the planetary position or that of the moon in particularas well as the sum of the longitudes of
the Sun and the moon, both expressed in minutes of the arc and divided by 800. the first quotient gives the
elapsed stars, i.e. stars covered by the planet or the moon. The second quotient gives the elapsed Karanas.
Then take the remainders in seconds and divide by the respective daily motions in minutes. Then the results
give the times in naris as to how much the next star or Yoga has elapsed. If it be required to find as to how
long the next star or Yoga will last, subtract the remainder from 800, and divide by the daily motions in
minutes as mentioned above. The result give as to how many Naris beginning from the morning concerned,
the next star or Yoga last.
25

Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
As a denominator we have to take 12° for Tithis, 6° for Karanas and for star or Yoga 800 minutes. In case
of Tithi and Karanas we have to take the difference of motions of Sun and the moon, in case of the
planets or the moon use lunar motion and in case of Yogas use the sum of the motions of the Sun and the
Moon.
(Translator’s note : This verse has many mutilated parts I am not sure whether I have been able to
understand and translate all).

If we … the lesser sine of meridian zenith distance at the end of a Tithi and by the equation of centre of
sun and the moon and divide it successively by 4920 and 1185.5 we will have a result. This result should be
subtracted from the sun in Easter hemisphere and added to the sun in the western hemisphere. For moon
however if its equation of centre be negative then we have to add it in the eastern hemisphere or else
subtract it. This method of correcting the position of sun and the moon during the determination of Tithi has
been described by the son of Jishnu (i.e. Brahmagupta).
27-28

(Translator’s note: This verse has many mutilated parts I am not sure whether I have been able to
understand and translate all).

29-32
(Translator’s note : These verses have many mutilated parts which makes it impossible to read. It is also
not proper on my part to guess their meaning and translate. Can you provide me a more better version?).

The sum total of all the above 27 stars being subtracted from 360°, gives us the duration of the star called
Abhijit (254°18′) at the beginning of Vaiswa. To obtain a star in which a planet is situated, convert its longitude
in minutes of arc and subtract the durations of the stars from Aswini as many as could be subtracted.
34
The number of stars whose duration are thus subtracted are deemed to have elapsed. The remainder is
called Gata or elapsed potion of the current star and the difference of this Gata and the duration of the
current star is called the Eshya , i.e. un-elapsed portion. Two obtain the elapsed time or the un-elapsed time
33
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of the current star that Gata or the Eshya is to be multiplied 60, and divided by the daily motion of the planet
concerned. The result being in Naris.
35
The disc of the planet multiplied by 60 and divided by its daily motion gives the Naris of transit (Sankranti)
of the planet from one zodiacal sign to another. This duration is considered to be holy for performing Vedic
rites. It is the holiest with respect to the Sun’s transit in particular. A planet in its transit gives partly holy
results not so much as the Sun, depending upon the nature of the previous and succeeding zodiacal signs.
36
The duration of Sandhi (juncture) of Tithis is obtained from dividing the disc of the moon expressed in
seconds by the difference of the daily motion of the moon and the sun. So also with respect to Karanas. The
Sandhi between two stars is obtained by the same measure of the disc of the moon expressed in seconds of
arc being divided by the moons daily motion. The Sandhi between two Yogas is obtained by dividing the same
numerator by the sum of the daily motion of the sun and the moon.

Triprashnadhikar
Section 3, Chapter 1: determination of three issues
The scholars refer this as the “time system”, which contains detailed explanation of space and time’s [word
mutilated beyond recognition]. Now I will describe this ambigous section.
2
If we multiply the untravelled degrees65 of the Sign the sun is in (Sayana) by its own minute of the arc of rise
and divide this product by 30 we will have the following Pranas. If we use instead of the untravelled degrees,
the traveled degrees of the sun we will have the preceeding Pranas.
3-4
If the required minute of the arc (that is, the number of Pranas from the sunrise to the time of whose
Lagna/orient ecliptic point is to be determined) is greater than the untravelled degrees (as described
previously), then first we subtract the following Pranas from the required minute of the arc and subsequently
subtract the remainder from the rising Pranas of the subsequesnt Signs. (When no further subtraction is
possible then the remainder is called Shesha/end and the rising minute of the arc of the sign which cannot
be subtracted is called Ashuddha Rashi/uncorrected Sign.) If we divide the Shesha by the rising minute of the
arc of the Ashuddha Rashi and multiply it by 30 we will have a result in degrees. Adding the degrees of the
Ashuddha Rashi to this result and subtracting the degrees of the Sun from this sum we will have the Nirayana
(Hindu Longitude) of Aries measured from the Hindu zero point of the ecliptic(Lagna). If the required minute
of arc is lesser than the untravelled degrees then if we multiply the required minute of the arc by 30 and
divide this product by its own minute of arc of rise we will have a result in degrees. If we add these degrees
to the corrected position of the sun we will have the Hindu zero point of the ecliptic(Lagna).
5
If the Sun-rise and the Lagna be on the different signs66, then we will have to determine the following Pranas
of the Sun and preceding Pranas of the Lagna as described above. Then we add these two and then add to
these the rising Pranas of the intermediate Signs and if we know the Lagna then we can determine the
required time. If the Sun-rise and the Lagna be on the same sign or more then we multiply the difference of
the two by the rising minute of the arc and dividing this product by 30 we will have the required number of
Pranas.
6
If the Lagna be small than the sun then subtracting that from the a day we will have the required number of
Pranas. As the civil day is determined by the position of the sun, hence the required time is determined
without successive approximation.
7
It suffices to determine the sidereal time from Lagna and Lagna from the sidereal time from the sun.
If we need to determine the Lagna before Sunrise, then we should obtain the position of the sun and find its
preceding Pranas; subtract them from the given time. From the remainder we subtract the rising times of as
many Signs as is possible (Viloma), determine the Shesha and Ashuddha Rashi. We add these to the preceding
1

65
66

That is, if the sun be in the rth degree then the un-traveled degrees are (30-r)°.
That is difference more than 30°.
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degrees of the sun and also add to this the intermediate Signs and if we subtract this whole sum from the
position of the Sun we will have the Lagna.
8
The East-West line is roughly the joining of the extremities of the morning shadow as well as that in the
afternoon of a cone placed at the centre of a circle drawn on a plane with any arbitray radius, when these
shadows equal the radius of the circle. But this line is to be deflected keeping its western point (extremity)
of the morning shadow fixed through a given distance at the eastern end perpendicular to it, where the above
distance is measured in fingers.

Given Distance =
Where
sin δ1
sin δ2
H
sin L

(sinδ1 ~ sinδ 2 )x H
Sin L

= Rsine of Declination of Sun at morning
= Rsine of Declination of Sun at afternoon
= Hypotenuse of Shadow
= Rsine of Co-latitude

If it is determined from the previously mentioned line (i.e. east-west line), we draw a fish structure by two
arcs , which show the north south direction. If we place a rod (Kilaka) facing towards the polestar (Dhruva)
then the north is towards the tip of the rod which points towards the polestar and the base of the rod is
pointing south. From this however we can also determine East or West.
Determine the Bhuja (base of the right angled Triangle) and Koti (Cosine) from a shadow and place two rods,
the first at the tip of the shadow equal in length of Bhuja, and the second at the base of the cone equal in
length of Koti. The tips of these two rods make a right angle. Then the cosine-rod determines the east-west
direction and the base-rod determines the north south direction.
10
The Bhuja defined as the distance of the extremity of the shadow from east-west line where the cone is
placed at the intersection of the East-West line and North-South Line. We have Koti or cosine as:
9

Cosine = (Shadow) 2 − (Bhuja) 2

Adding the squares of Shadow and sine of altitude we have the square of hypotenuse. Hence we would
be able to determine the shadow if we take the square root of the difference of square of hypotenuse and
square of shadow. If H be the hypotenuse, C be the sine of altitude (Shanku) and S be the shadow, then we
have:
11-12

S2 = H2 – C2 = (H+C)x(H-C)
The words “Shanku”, “Nara” and “Na” mean the same thing, that is cone. The celestial parallax of the sun
at noon is the latitude of the place, called Pala or Aksha. The altitud eof the sun then is called Lamba or
co-latitude. Therefore Lamba + Aksha = 90°.

The right angled triangle formed by the cone, equinoctial shadow and the hypotenuse is the fundamental
latitudinal triangle. Just as knowledge is the basis of money, fame and happiness, this triangle will be the
basis of our future calculations. Also
(equinoctial Shadow)2 + (Height of the Cone)2 = (Hypotenuse)2
14
The second latitudinal triangle is formed by the Sine of co-latitude (Perpendicular), Sine of latitude (base)
and Radius (hypotenuse).
The third latitudinal triangle is formed by Kujyaa67 (Base), Apakramajyaa68 (Perpendicular) and Agraa69
(Hypotenuse).
13

RSine of the part of the arc of the diurnal circle intercepted between the rising setting line and 6 o’ clock circle.
RSine of declination.
69
Measure of amplitude, that is, the arc of celestial horizon lying between east point and the point of rising of the concerned heavenly body.
67
68
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The fourth latitudinal triangle is formed by the Samamandala Shanku70 (Perpendicular), Agraa (Base) and
Taddhriti71 (Hypotenuse). If we subtract the Kujyaa from Taddhriti we will have the fifth latitudinal triangle
formed by the remainder as perpendicular, RSine of declination as base and Samamandala Shanku as
hypotenuse.
16
The sixth latitudinal triangle is formed by the first segment of RSine of amplitude, that is the difference of
the line drawn from the base of the Unmandala Shanku72 and the East-West line is the perpendicular, the
Unmandala Shanku as base, and RSine of Declination as hypotenuse.
The seventh latitudinal triangle is formed by the second segment of RSine of amplitude, that is the difference
of the line drawn from the base of the Unmandala Shanku and the rising-setting line is the base, the
Unmandala Shanku as perpendicular, and Kujyaa as the hypotenuse.
17
The eighth latitudinal triangle is formed by the difference of the Samamandala Shanku and Unmandala
Shanku as perpendicular, the difference of Taddhriti and Kujyaa as Hypotenuse and the first segment of Rsine
of amplitude as base. These eight triangles are called fundamental latitudinal triangles.
18
[As these triangles lie in the same plane as the circle of the latitude of a place, these are called latitudinal
triangles. All the above triangles are right angled triangle. Of the remaining angles one signifies the latitude
and hence the other signifies the co-latitude.]
The elements or the sides of all these latitudinal triangles are mutually derivable from similarity as they are
related to each other in some proportion or other.
If the radius be multiplied by the perpendicular or bases and divided by the hypotenuses we will have the
sine of co-latitude or sine of latitude.
15

[Note From Translator : Much of this verse is very badly mutilated. Although I have tried my best to guess
the meaning and translate, it could be that it might be missing something.]

The arc of Lambajyaa and Akshajyaa are respectively co-latitude and latitude. The sine of these are called
{illegible} and Kotijyaa (cosine). If we multiply Akshajyaa (sine of latitude) by Kotijyaa (cosine) and divide that
by Bhujajyaa we will have Lambajyaa (Sine of co-latitude). (Hence Akshajyaa can be computed from
Lambajyaa).
20
For any latitudinal triangle, if we multiply the RSine of declination by the hypotenuse and divide that
individually by its perpendicular and base we have the first result as Agra and the second result as similar
cone. If this similar cone be multiplied by the hypotenuse and divide that by the perpendicular we will have
Taddhriti.
19

21

Agra x Hypotenuse
Base
Taddhriti x Perpendicu lar Agra x Perpendicu lar
Samamandala Shanku =
=
Hypotenuse
Base

Taddhriti =

Agra =

Similar Cone x Base
Perpendicu lar

22

Upper Segment of Taddhriti = (Taddhriti - Kujyaa)
Upper Segment of Taddhriti x Hypotenuse
Samamandala Shanku =
Perpendicu lar
RSine of altitude of the celestial body (sun) when upon the prime vertical i.e. length of the perpendicular, let fall on the plane of horizon from the
point representing trhe position of the celestial body in the armillary sphere when it is on the prime vertical.
71
Bimala Prasada Siddhnata Saraswati has not explained what is meant by Taddhriti. But I found this definition in D. Arkasomyaji’s book on Siddhnata
Shiromani, Taddhriti = Hriti of a celestial body when it is on the prime vertical.
72
Length of Perpendicular let fall on the plane of the horiozon from the point representing the position of the celestial body (sun) in the armillary
sphere when the body is on the equatorial horizon; i.e. RSine of the altitude when the sun crosses the unmandala.
70
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23

Kujyaa =

RSine of declination x Base
Perpendicular

and
Upper Segment of Taddhriti =

24

RSine of declination x Perpendicular
Base

and evidently
Taddhriti = Upper Segment of Taddhriti + Kujyaa

RSine of declination x Perpendicular
= First Segment of Agra
Hypotenuse
and
Kujyaa x Base
= Second Segment of Agra
Hypotenuse
and evidently
Agra = First Segment of Agra + Second Segment of Agra
25

Unmandala Shanku =

First Segment of Agra x Base RSine of declination x Base
=
Perpendicu lar
Hypotenuse

26

First Segment of Agra x Perpendicular Kujyaa x Perpendicular
=
Base
Hypotenuse
Samamandala Shanku - Unmandala Shanku = Upper segment of Samamandala Shanku

Unmandala Shanku =

27

Agra x Base
Hypotenuse
Upper Segment of Taddhriti = (Taddhriti - Kujyaa)
Kujyaa =

[Note From Translator : Much of these verses (21-27) are very badly mutilated. Although I have tried my
best to guess the meaning and translate, it could be that it might be missing something.]
28

Hypotenuse = Base2 + Perpendicu lar 2
Base = Hypotenuse 2 − Perpendicu lar 2
Perpendicu lar = Hypotenuse 2 − Base2
29

Note from translator : This verse is so mutilated that it is practically illegible. I am sorry I won’t be able to
translate this.
30
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Kona Shanku = (Radius) 2 − 2 x (Agrajyaa)2
Here Kona Shanku is the cone formed at the moment of passing the vertical circle extending from N-E to SW or N-W to S-E.
Now if we multiply this Kona Shanku by the equinoctial shadow of the place and divide the product by 12 we
have will have a result (Shanku tala). If we add this result for Southern hemisphere and subtract this result
for northern Hemisphere from the Agrajyaa we will get the Bhuja. Now taking this Bhuja as the Agra we will
have to determine the second value of the Kona Shanku as described above. This way the Kona Shanku is
determined without approximation.
31
By ‘northern hemisphere’ (Uttara/Soumya) it is meant that the sun’s longitude is in northern hemisphere,
that is, from 0° to 180° (or six Rashis starting from Aries). Similarly, by ‘southern hemisphere’
(Dakshin/Yamya) it is meant that the sun’s longitude is in southern hemisphere, that is from 180° to 360° (or
six Rashis starting from Libra). Because of circular shape, depending on the sun’s longitude the direction is
fixed according to the above mentioned convention. Accordingly the latitude and co-latitude are always
deemed as south and north respectively.
Bimala Prasada Siddhanta Saraswati’s Note:
The Europeans denote the latitude to the north of equator by a ‘+’ sign and writing ‘N’ to denote north. If
the sun’s is to the north of equator then its Declination is denoted as North and written with a ‘+’ sign.

If the latitude and co-latitude being ‘added to the declination, subtracted from the declination or being
decreased by the declination’ as the case may be, we have the zenith distance and the altitude of the celestial
body at noon. The zenith distance and altitude are mutually complementary. That is, zenith distance +
altitude = 90°.
32

Note from translator : It took me quite a pain to decipher the main verse. But there is a note to this verse.
A considerable part of this note is darkened so much that it is practically illegible. I am sorry I won’t be
able to translate this note.

Here at noon the Drigjyaa (zenith distance) is the Sine of hour angle and Dinardha Shanku (altitude at
noon) is the sine of altitude.
The product of radius and the Unmandala Shanku be divided by the Sine of Chara73 is called Yashthi. The
Yashthi increased or decreased by the Unmandala Shanku gives altitude at noon, according as the Sun is in
the northern or southern hemispheres.
The sum or difference of Dujyaa (day-radius) and Kujyaa is called Hriti74, according as we take them in
northern and southern hemispheres. Similarly the sum (in northern hemisphere) or the difference (in the
southern hemisphere) of Charajyaa and radius is called Antyaa75.
33-34

Symbolically,
Unmandala Shanku Yashthi
=
Charajyaa
Radius
Dyujyaa
Kujyaa
=
because
Charajyaa Radius
Hence,
Unmandala Shanku x Radius
Yashthi =
Charajyaa
Sin (altitude) at noon = Yashthi ± Unmandala Shanku
Arc of the celestial equator lying between the 6 o’ clock circle and the hour circle of a heavenly body at rising; half of the variation of a sideral day
from 30 Ghatika.
74
RSine of the arc of the diurnal circle between the celestial meridian and the point where the heavenly body concerned rises; length of the
perpendicular from the point of intersection of the diurnal circle with the meridian on the rising setting line.
75
Day measure; versed sign of half the day.
73
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35

Hriti
Dyujyaa
Kujyaa
=
=
Antyaa Radius Charajyaa
Hence,
Hriti x Radius Hriti x Charajyaa
Antyaa =
=
Dyujyaa
Kujyaa
Similarly
Antyaa x Dyujyaa Antyaa x Kujyaa
Hriti =
=
Radius
Charajyaa
As

36

Kujyaa Unmandala Shanku Charajyaa
=
=
Hriti
Dinardha Shanku
Antyaa
Hence,
As

Dinardha Shanku =

Antyaa x Unmandala Shanku Hriti x Perpendicular of Lat. Triangle
=
Charajyaa
Hypotenuse of Lat. Triangle

37

Agra ±

Hriti x Base of Lat. Triangle
= Meridian Zenith Distance (Uttara/Dakshina Drigjyaa)
Hypotenuse of Lat. Triangle

The sign is positive or negative according as the sun is in northern (+ve) or southern (-ve) hemispheres. If the
fraction is negligible in the northern hemisphere then it may be subtracted from the Agra to yield the Uttara
Drigjyaa.
38
The meridian zenith distance of the sun can also be calculated from the following formula:
(Hriti ± Taddhriti ) x
39

Base of Lat. Triangle
= Meridian Zenith Distance (Uttara/Dak shina Drigjyaa)
Hypotenuse of Lat. Triangle

Another alternate method of calculating the meridian zenith distance:
Radius - Versed sin (Altitude) = Meridian Zenith Distance (Uttara/Dak shina Drigjyaa)
and hence
Radius - Versed sin (Meridian Zenith Distance) = Altitude

Hence we can calculate the meridian zenith distance from Shanku (Sine of altitude) and the reverse of the
Sama/unmandala Shanku. All these described above is in half day terms.
40

Meridian Zenith Distance x 12
= Shadow
Sin z
and
Radius x 12
= Hypotenuse
Sin z

Where sin z = Shanku (sine of altitude)
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Now as
Hypotenuse Lat Triangle
12
Therefore
Hypotenuse Lat Triangle
Hypotenuse at noon

=

sin zat noon
Hriti
12
;
=
sin zat noon Radius
Hypotenuse at noon

=

Hriti
Radius

Hence
Hypotenuse at noon =

Hypotenuse Lat Triangle x Radius
Hriti

If we divide 101530 by the sine of sun’s longitude we have a result called a Para. Hence we can get the
Hypotenuse of the shadow for sun in the Unmandala Shanku as the following formula describes:
41

101530
= Para
sin λ
Therefore
Hypotenuse Shadow =

Para x Hypotenuse

Lat Triangle

Shadow

Where sin λ = sine of sun’s longitude.
42

Hypotenuse

Shadow

of the sun in Unmandala - Shanku =

Para x Shadow
Hypotenuse Lat Triangle

Hypotenuse Un-mandala Shanku x Charajyaa
= Hypotenuse
Antyaa

Dinardha Shanku

Where Dinardha Shanku = Length of the perpendicular let fall on the plane of horizon from the point
representing the position of the celestial body in the armillary sphere when that body is on the celestial
meridian.
43
Another method of finding out the Hypotenuse Dinardha Shanku is as follows:
Hypotenuse

Un- mandalaShanku

x Kujyaa

Hriti

=

Hypotenuse

Samamandala Shanku

Hriti

x Taddhriti

= Hypotenuse
Dinardha Shanku

The ancient scholars have found out the conic shadows when the sun is on the meridian, prime vertical and
the Kona-Vritta (that is the vertical, when the northern and southern azimuths fixed by the Hindus are 45°)
by different methods. I would consider the person the very master of astronomers, if any body could give a
method to find the shadow in any required direction which holds goods in all cases universally.
45
The angle between any vertical and prime vertical measured on the horizon is defined as Digangsha. The
sine of Digangsha is called the Drigjyaa (azimuth), measured wither on the Eastern or Western Hemisphere.
46-48
First assume the equinoctial shadow to be:
44

Radius x Shadow
sin a

Where sin a = Drigjyaa (sine of azimuth)

Use this to find out the sine of the corresponding latitude (sin L). Multiply this sin L with the sine of declination
(sin δ) and divide this product by the sine of the latitude of the place (sin φ) to give us the sine of declination
(sin D) where this declination is hypothetical one. Now using the corresponding latitude L and this
hypothetical declination D, we have to find out the meridian zenith distance (Z) using the formula Z + D = φ.
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Using this meridian Zenith Distance determine the shadow as described in the verse 32, which would be the
shadow in the required direction.
In computing the shadow in a given direction, there may be two shadows at times in the northern
hemisphere. When sin a < Agra, there would be no shadows in the southern hemisphere. Now in computing
the second shadow e have to take 180°-L as the latitude where L is the computed latitude, and we have to
proceed in the same way as we have done before.
49-51
Let [(Radius x Equinoctial Shadow)2 + (12 x sin a)2] be defined as Prathama. And let (Radius x shadow x
Agra) be defined as Anya. Now we divide both Prathama and Anya by (sin2a – Agra2). They are still called
Prathama and Anya. Then we have:
Hypotenuse shadow = Anya ± Prathama + Anya2
According as the sun is in northern hemisphere (then subtract) or southern hemisphere (then add) the square
root part.
When sin a < Agra in the northern hemisphere, the above formula changes to:
Hypotenuse shadow = ± + Anya2 − Prathama

Anya

According as the sun is in northern hemisphere (then the square root part is +ve) or southern hemisphere
(then the square root part is -ve).
52
Determine base from Karnagraa76. And we have,
Radius x base
Shadow

Sin a =

Where sin a = Drigjyaa.
53
In the previous two verses the magnitude of the shadow was obtained in a given direction; now we shall
obtain the same when the time is given. Here ‘Unnata’ is defined as the time that has elapsed after sun-rise
or that which is the balance of the day time. The unnata subtracted from half day (Dinardha) gives us the
Nata.
54
The Unnata time decreased or increased by the Chara according as the sun’s declination is north or south
is called Sutraa. Now Kalaa is defined by the following relation:
Kalaa =

Sutraa x Dujyaa
Radius

There is another method of computing the Kalaa as given below:

55-57

Kalaa =

Sutraa x Kujyaa
Charajyaa

And for any latitudinal triangle:
Yashthi

Required

=

Kalaa x Perpendicular
Hypotenuse

Or alternatively if we multiply the Unmandala Shanku by Sutraa and divide this product by Charajyaa we will
also have the required Yashti (Ishtha Yashthi). The Sutraa increased or decreased by the Charajyaa according
as the Sun is in the northern or Southern hemisphere, we will have what is called the required Antyaa (Ishtha
Antyaa). Similarly Kalaa increased or decreased by the Kujyaa is what is known as required Hriti (Ishtha Hriti).
Similarly required Yashthi (Ishtha Yashthi) increased or decreased by the Unmandala Shanku gives us the
required sine of altitude (Ishtha Shanku).

76
Bimala Prasada Siddhnata Saraswati has not explained what is meant by Karnagraa. But I found this definition in D. Arkasomyaji’s book on Siddhnata
Shiromani,
Hypotenuse x Agrajyaa

Karnagraa/Karnagrajyaa =

Radius
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In the required time, the versed sine of the hour angle (Nata) is called Shara. If Shara is being subtracted
from Antyaa we have the result as required Antyaa (Ishta Antyaa). Now the required Hriti (Ishta Hriti) is
calculated as below:

58-60

Hriti Required = Hriti - Phala
Where, Phala =

Shara x Dujyaa Shara x Kujyaa
=
Radius
Charajyaa

We would have a new item called Urdhwa, which is defined by the following operation:
Urdhwa =

Phalaabove x Perpendicu lar Lat. Triangle
Hypotenuse Lat Triangle

Alternnatively, the above Urdhwa can also be derived if we do the following operation on the above
mentioned Phala,
Urdhwa =

Shara x Unmandala Shanku
Charajyaa

If we subtract this Urdhwa from the Dinardha Shanku then the result is required sine of altitude (Ishta
Shanku). Hence Ishta Shanku is derived from the hour angle (Nata).
61

Note from translator : A considerable part of this verse is darkened so much that it is practically illegible.
I am sorry I won’t be able to translate this verse.

The Hypotenuse of the shadow, when the sun is on the unmandala be multiplied by Kujyaa. Else when the
sun is on the prime vertical be multiplied by the Taddhriti. Or again when the sun is on the meridian mulyipled
by the Hriti, all these divided by Ishta Hriti would be equal to the required Hypotenuse (Ishta Karna).
63
If in any context the quantity to be subtracted, exceeds the quantity from which it is to be subtracted, it
goes without saying theta the subtraction should effected reversely and in the place of addition subsequently
prescribed subtraction should be done and vice-versa.
64
If the hour angle be more than 50 Ghatikas then we will have:
62

versed sin(90° + θ ) = Radius - cos (90° + θ ) = Radius + sinθ
Hence, the unmandala Shanku is not observable in the south as it is below the horizon. However we can
compute that for effecting the proportion.
65The Sun crosses the prime vertical when his northern declination falls short of latitude. Then alone there
is sense in giving the magnitude of his shadow at the moment. When the sun does not cross the prime vertical
at all, the Samamandala Shanku which could be computed out of its formulation, though non-existent, under
the sun, yet, it could be used in proportions and as being said in verse 62 no blunder is committed.
66-68

Antyaa

Required

=

Hypotenuse Unmandala x Charajyaa Hypotenuse at noon x Antyaa
=
Hypotenuse
Hypotenuse
Required

Required

Another measure for Required Antyaa (Ishta Antyaa) is
Antyaa Required =

Hypotenuse x Radius 2
Dujyaa x Hypotenuse

Required

Now,
Hour angle in Pranas = Versed Sin (Antyaa - AntyaaRequired )
And
Distance from the horizon in Time (Unnatakaala) = Half the day (Dinardha) – Hour Angle in

Pranas
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If (Antyaa – AntyaaRequired) < Radius, then subtract radius from the given difference. Let
(Antyaa – AntyaaRequired) –Radius = ψ, using this we have,
the hour angle in Pranas = 5400 + sin-1 (ψ).
[Note From Translator : Much of this verse is very badly mutilated. Although I have tried my best to guess
the meaning and translate, it could be that it might be missing something.]

We subtract Charajyaa from or add it to the Ishta Antyaa according as the declination is north or south. We
then obtain the inverse of sine of the remainder, and add this to Chara or subtract it from Chara according
as it is in northern or southern hemisphere. If we convert this result in time we get the Distance from the
horizon in Time (Unnatakaala).
70-71
We multiply the conic shadow at noon with the radius and divide it by the hypotenuse of the shadow
which when converted to arc yields the hour-angle in degrees. If the extremity of the shadow be on the north
then the hour-angle is to the south and if the extremity of the shadow be to the south then the hour-angle
is to the north. This hour angle is being decreased or increased by the latitude gives Sun’s declination (in
degrees) according as the extremity of the shadow is to the north or south. The method of determining the
sun’s longitude from its declination is being discussed in detail in the Gola-adhyaya section of this book. If
the hour angle and the declination are of the same direction, then their difference, otherwise their sum will
be the latitude.
69

72-73

Karna Vrittaagraa =

Agra Sun x Hypotenuse

Shadow

Radius

This Karna Vrittagra is to be taken as belonging to the opposite hemisphere to the Sun. The shadow is always
to the north. According declination of the sun is north or south we have,

Base Shadow = Karna Vrittaagraa + / ~ Shadow
If the extremity of the shadow be to the north and the declination is to the north then

Base Shadow + Karna Vrittaagraa = Shadow
Else, if the declination is south, then we have

Base Shadow ~ Karna Vrittaagraa = Shadow
And if base be north then we will have

Base Shadow ~ Shadow = Karna Vrittaagraa
Else if base be to the south then
Base Shadow + Shadow = Karna Vrittaagraa
And additionally
Agra =

Karna Vrittaagraa x Radius
Hypotenuse

Sine of Declination =

Agraa x PerpendicularShadow Triangle
Hypotenuse Shadow Triangle
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Seeing the shadow of the cone, the azimuth and the longitude of the sun or seeing two shadows with their
respective directions, who ever knows the Equinoctial Shadow of the place I consider him the Eagle (literally
Garuda) who can overcome the false pride of puffed up snakes (refereeing to astronomers).
75
Given that Hypotenuse Shadow = 30 fingers, base = 3 fingers, and when Hypotenuse Shadow = 15 fingers north,
base = 1 finger compute the latitude, or again given sine of declination = 846 and the Hypotenuse and base
of the shadow is known, compute the equinoctial shadow.
76
Answer to the first question asked previously:
74

Shadow =

base1 x Hypotenuse 2 ~ /+ base2 x Hypotenuse 1
Hypotenuse 2 ~ Hypotenuse 1

According as the bases are in the same or opposite direction.
77-78
The answer to the second question asked previously:
Let Laghu (l) be defined as:
2

Hypotenuse x sinδ 
l=

Radius



Where sin δ = sine of declination

Again let Adya (a) be defined as:

a = 122 x (l − Base2 )
Again let Anya/Para (p) be defined as:

p = 122 x Base

Now let us divide both Adya and Para by (l ~ 122) and call them still Adya and Para, then we will have
a
Then the shadow is given by,

(

122 1−Base2
l ~ 122

) and p

=

122 x Base
l ~ 122

Shadow = p 2 + a ± p
According as the base is to the north or south.
79
When the sun’s longitude is 135°, the shadow of the cone is 12 fingers and west, then compute the latitude.
80
Answer to the question asked previously:
Sama vritta Shanku (s) =
∴Shadow =

12 x Radius

Hypotenuse

12 x sin δ
s2 - sin2δ

Where sin δ = sine of declination.
81
O my friend, an observer at Ujjain observed that the sun was on the prime vertical 5 Ghatikas after sun-rise
or 5 Ghatikas after noon. If you could give the declination of the sun at that declination of the sun at that
moment I would consider you as a person who has profound mathematical knowledge and has the guts to
ride on wild elephants.
82-83
Assume the sine of the distance from the horizon in Time (Unnatakaalajyaa) be the required Hriti (Isnta
Hriti) in the first place. Multiply this by 12 times shadow, and divide the product by the square of the
hypotenuse of the shadow. This result gives us the approximate value of the sine of declination (sin δ). Using
this approx sin δ determine the Dujyaa, Kujyaa, Charajyaa, {illegible} and Chara. Use the Chara to find out the
corrected value of required Hriti (Isnta Hriti). Multiply this by sin δ determined previously and divide the
product by the assumed required Hriti (Isnta Hriti) to give us the nearer approximation of sine of declination
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(sin δ). Repeat this process till a stationary value has been reached. That would be the corrected value of sine
of declination (sin δ).
84-85
Obtain:
122 x Radius 2
(Radius 2 - sin2ν ) x shadow 2

+ 1 Where sin ν = Sine of Nata in time units

Divide this result by square of the radius and take the square-root of it to give us the sine of declination, that
is:


122 x Radius 2
+ 1

2
2
2
 (Radius - sin ν ) x shadow
 = sin δ

2

Radius





Then the arc of the expression
86

Radius x sin δ
sin 24°

gives us the longitude of the sun.

When the sun is on the prime vertical the conic shadow is noted to be 16 fingers. The distance from the

place, I shall consider you nothing short of a person who is an adept in solving the totality of the diurnal
problems.
87-88
As described before, assume the sine of the distance from the horizon in Time (Unnatakaalajyaa) be the
required Hriti (Isnta Hriti) in the first place. Multiply this by 12 and divide the product by Samavritta Shanku,
we will have the result as the approximate Hypotenuse of shadow. From this find our the shadow. If this
shadow be multiplied by the Samavritta Shanku and divided by the hypotenuse of the shadow we will have
the approximate declination. Using this approx sin δ determine the Dujyaa, Kujyaa, Charajyaa, etc and Chara.
Use the Chara to find out the corrected value of required Hriti (Isnta Hriti). Use this to determine the
hypotenuse and nearer approximation of sine of declination (sin δ). Repeat this process till a stationary value
has been reached.
89
O mathematician ! at a place where the shadow is 5 fingers, and there 10 naris after sun-rise we observe
the required altitude to be 9 fingers. Tell me what the longitude of the sun would be, if you are an adept in
computing as well as understanding the geometry of the sphere.
90-91
As described in verse 80, we have a relation involving shadow, radius, hypotenuse of the shadow and
Mahashanku. Here the required shadow is 9 fingers, the true shadow is 15 fingers. Using this we can
determine the Rsine of altitude (Mahashanku) to be 2750.24. Now assume sine of the distance from the
horizon in Time (Unnatakaalajyaa) as the Ishta Antyaa. The we will have,

Dujyaa =

Hypotenuse x sin α x Radius
12 x Ishta Antyaa

Also:
Sin δ = Radius 2 - Dujyaa2

Where sin δ = sine of declination

Now use this sin δ to find out the Chara and then determine the Ishtaantyaa as described in verse no
{illegible}. Repeat this process until you have obtained neared approximations of Dujyaa and sin δ. From the
corrected sin δ, determine the corrected sun’s longitude by putting the values in the previously given formula.
92
O mathematician ! Please tell me the magnitudes of equinoctial shadow and the longitude of the sun if at
a place on a particular day Kujyaa is 245 and Taddhriti is 3125.

Shadow =

144 x Kujyaa
Taddhriti - Kujyaa
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And

sin δ =

12 x Kujyaa
Shadow

From this value of sin δ, determine the corrected sun’s longitude by putting the values in the previously given
formula.
94
Given that sin δ + Sama Shanku + Taddhriti – Kujyaa = 6720 and Kujyaa + Agraa + sin δ = 1960 [Where sin δ
= sine of declination]. Then I shall consider him who finds the shadow and the longitude of the sun as the
very sun illuminating the lotuses of astronomers.
95
Answer to the above question:
First obtain:

12 x (Kujyaa + Agraa + sin δ )
= Shadow
sin δ + Sama Shanku + Taddhriti - Kujyaa
From this shadow compute the hypotenuse of the shadow. Then from it obtain:

12 x (Kujyaa + Agraa + sin δ )

12 + Shadow + Hypotenuse

= sinδ

Where sin δ = sine of declination

Shadow

From this sin δ find out the longitude of the sun.
96
Given that sin δ + Sama Shanku + Taddhriti – Kujyaa = 1440 and Taddhriti + Agraa + Sama Shanku = 800
[Where sin δ = sine of declination]. Whoever finds the magnitude of the shadow and the longitude of sun, I
shall deem him as the very sun illuminating the lotuses of astronomers.
97
Answer to the above question:
First obtain

12 x (Taddhriti + Agraa + Sama Shanku )
= Hypotenuse Shadow
sin δ + Sama Shanku + Taddhriti - Kujyaa
From this hypotenuse of the shadow compute the shadow. Then from it obtain:

Shadow x (Taddhriti + Agraa + Sama Shanku )
= sinδ
12 + Shadow + Hypotenuse Shadow
Where sin δ = sine of declination
From this sin δ find out the longitude of the sun.
98
If at a place the shadow be 9 fingers and the Chara be 3 naris, if you could compute the longitude of the
sun, then certainly you are a leader amongst the astronomers, O Scholar!
99
Answer to the above question:

12 x Charajyaa
2

 12 x Charajyaa 
2

 + (shadow)
Radius



= sinδ

Where sin δ = sine of declination
From this sin δ find out the longitude of the sun.
100
If Dujyaa + sin δ + sin λ = 5000 [Where sin δ = sine of declination and sin λ = sine of longitude of the sun].
And if you have studied Madhyamaaharana (computing the mean position), the please compute the mean
longitude of the sun.
101
Let:
4 x (Dujyaa + sin δ + sin λ )
Adya =

15
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Then using this we will have:
sinδMeanlongitude = Adya − 910678 −

2 x (Dujyaa + sin δ + sin λ)
337

In a place where the shadow is 5 fingers, and sin δ + Sama Shanku + Taddhriti + Kujyaa + Agraa = 9500.
O mathematician ! if your are so skilful in understanding the spheres and dealing with altitudinal triangles
find them individually (i.e. sin δ, Sama Shanku,Taddhriti,Kujyaa and Agraa).
102

103

Note from translator : This verse is so mutilated that it is practically illegible. I am sorry I won’t be able to
translate this.

If the sum of Agraa, sin δ, and Kujyaa be 2000, find them individually o mathematician if you be an adept
in geometry of the sphere and computation.
105-107
On the horizontal plane mark a point and through it draw the East-West line and also draw the northsouth line. If the planet is in the east, mark the Perpendicular of the shadow to the west and if the planet be
on the western hemisphere mark this perpendicular towards the east. From the extremity of the
perpendicular, mark the Base taking in consideration north-south direction. Draw the shadow from the point
(extending a rod) so as to form a right angled triangle with base and perpendicular. Extend a thread from the
point of intersection of the base and shadow to meet the cone’s top so as to form hypotenuse of the right
angled triangle of which the other side are the cone and the shadow. Through this thread place a Nalaka (a
simple tube) such that the lower extremity of the Nalaka coincides with the eye. Seeing through the Nalaka,
the planet is to be seen. I shall tell how the planet could be seen in water as well.
108
Place the cone at the point of intersection of the base and shadow and holding the Nalaka along the join
of the top of the cone and the point, the planet could be seen in a basin of water placed at the point.
109
See the planet in the sky or on water as is being described. This method is being described for the King
who has an eye of appreciation for the same.
104

Grahaganit adhyaya Parvasambhadhikar
Section 3, Chapter 2: Investigation into occurrence of an
eclipse
Multiply the number of years that have elapsed from the beginning of Kaliyuga by twelve and add to this
the number of months elapsed from the beginning of the luni-solar year (from month Chaitra). If this result
be x (number of months) then obtain another result y (no of lunar months) given by:
1 

 1 
2x 1−
2x 1−


898





 = No of Adhimaasas
y=x+
898 where
65
65
Hence the longitude of the sun with respect to a node (Sapaata-Surya)
1  is given by

(2 y + 503) 1+



x Rashis +
169
3 x 30
1-2
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If this longitude is less than 14° then a lunar eclipse is likely to occur.
3-5
Add 15° to the Sapaata Surya previously obtained and find out on which side the Sun lies, north or south.
Compute the longitude of the sun from the number of days elapsed after the day on which the sun has left
one zodiacal sign and entered another (Sankrtamana). Obtain the hour-angle (Nata) in naris of the Sun at the
ending moment of New moon. Add or subtract one-fourth thereof in Rashis (1Rashi =30°) from the position
of the sun according as the Sun is in the Western or Eastern Hemisphere. Then finding the declination of that
point from the sum or difference of the declination and the latitude of that place (according as the Sun is in
the Western or Eastern Hemisphere), obtain the zenith distance of the culminating point of the ecliptic.
Taking that point roughly to be the point of ecliptic which is 90° behind the sun on the ecliptic (Vitribha), find
one-sixth of the zenith distance. Taking the sum or difference of the result and the longitude of the sun with
respect to the node(as obtained previously by adding 15° to his position at full moon) according as the Sun is
in the Western or Eastern Hemisphere, if the result happens to fall short of 7°, then we could expect a solar
eclipse.
If there be no eclipse at the current New Moon, then go on adding 1 Rashi 0° 40′15″ to the longitude of the
sun with respect to the node (which will be his longitude for the moment of the next moon) and repeating
the procedure indicated, the occurrence of an eclipse or otherwise could be known. If occurrence be
indicated then compute the actual positions of Sun, moon and Rahu and following the procedure to be
indicated in Chapter on solar eclipses, the moment of the occurrence of the eclipse and other relevant details
could be computed.

Chandragrahanaadhikar
Section 3, Chapter 3: Lunar Eclipse
Scholars of Smritis and Puranas declare that prayer, charity or offerings to gods made in fire at the moment
of an eclipse conduce to much spirituality. Hence I give hereunder the methods of computing the moments
of a eclipse (lunar or solar) which stimulates much interest amongst interested persons.
2
To know the occurrence of a solar eclipse, find the exact moment of the new moon agreeing in degrees,
minutes and seconds. Likewise to know the occurrence of a lunar eclipse compute the exact moment of the
full moon agreeing in degrees, minutes and seconds. Also compute the longitude of the Rahu for the moment
as directed.
3
The distance of the centre of the globe of the Sun is 689,377 Yojanas and the distance of the centre of the
globe of the Moon is 51,566 Yojanas, both being measured from the centre of the earth. This is called the
Grahakakshabyasaardha (half of the distance of the orbit) or Karna.
4
The radius vector is to be computed even in the case of Equation of Centre as we did in the case of Sighrafala.
If that be denoted by ‘k’ then the corrected Kalaakarna (half of the distance of the orbit in minutes) for both
sun and the moon would be given by the fraction:
1

(Radius) 2
2 x Radius - k
5
The half of the distance of the orbit in Yojanas (Yojanakarna) be multiplied by this Kalaakarna and divided
by the radius we will have the rectified Yojanakarna.
The spherical diameters of sun is 6522 Yojanas and that of Moon is 480 Yojanas.
6

(ds - de ) x km
ks

− d e = 2 x Es
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Where
de = Earth’s diameter
ds = Sun’s diameter
km = Moon’s distance from Earth’s centre
ks = Sun’s distance from Earth’s centre
Es = radius of earth’s shadow cone at the lunar orbit
The diameters of the Sun, the Moon and the Earth’s Shadow in Yojanas multiplied by the radius and divided
respectively by the Karnas of Sun, moon and moon we will have their angular measures.
8
The daily motion of the sun increased by one tenth of its value and halved, gives the angular diameter of the
Sun. Thrice the daily motion of the moon divided by 71, gives the angular diameter of the moon. Alternatively,
the moon’s daily motion decreased by 715 and divided by 25 and the result being added to 29 gives the
angular diameter of the moon.
7

9

angular Diameter of the Shadow Cone =

5
2
x Speed of Sun ~ x Speed of Moon
12
15

During a lunar eclipse the shadow of the earth covers the moon and in case of a solar eclipse the shadow of
the moon covers the sun.
10
The latitude of the moon (β say) or the Vikshepa is given by:

β=

sin of Longitude of the Sapaata - Moon x 270
Radius

If the longitude of the Sapaata-Moon is less than 6 Rashis (180°) then β is taken to be in the north and if it is
greater than 6 Rashis then β is taken to be in the south. This latitude of the moon (β) is also called VaaNa or
Shara.
11
The magnitude of an eclipse (Sthagita) is defined as

Sthagita =

Radius EclipsedBody + Radius EclipsingBody
2

−β

Where β = Latitude of the moon.
The eclipse is total when Sthagita > RadiusEclipsed Body.
12
The duration of the eclipse (Sthithi-Khanda) and the duration of the totality (Vimarda-Khanda) is given by:
2

R + r 
60 x 
 − β2
2
Sthithi - Khanda


=
2
DMs ~ DMm
2

R − r 
60 x 
 − β2
2
Vimarda - Khanda


=
2
DMs ~ DMm

Where R = Radius of the Eclipsing body
r = Radius of Eclipsed body
β = Latitude of the moon
DMs = Daily motion of the Sun
DMm = Daily motion of the Moon
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If the half of duration of the eclipse (Sthithi-Khanda) be multiplied individually by their own daily motions
and dividing that product by 60 we will have a result. If this result be subtracted from the moon and added
to its Node, and then from this the instantaneous latitude of the moon (β) be calculated for the moment of
first contact and last contact, we can rectify the time of first contact and last contact from the β using the
method of successive approximation.
14
Proceeding on the same line as above, the half of duration of the totality (Vimarada-Khanda) would be
worked upon similarly and the result would then be subtracted from the moon and added to its Node, and
then we proceed as described above, we can then rectify time of commencement of the totality and the time
of ending of the totality of the eclipse by the method of successive approximation.
15
The word Ishta would be used to mean ‘at any given time’. The term Sparshika-Ishtakaala would mean at
any given time after the moment of first contact’. Similarly the term Maukshika-Ishtakaala would mean ‘at
any given time before the moment of last contact’. The method to obtain the Sthithi-Bhuja Kalaa is as follows:
13

Sthithi Bhuja Kalaa = (Sthithi Khanda - Ishta
16

)(Daily motion of Sun ~ Daily motion of Moon)

Sparshik aM
/ auk shik a

Similarly the Vimarda Bhuja Kalaa can be computed as:
Vimarda Bhuja Kalaa = (Vimarda Khanda - Ishta

)(Daily motion of Sun ~ Daily motion of Moon)

Sparshik aM
/ auk shik a

Taking the latitude of moon (β) at any given time as the perpendicular, the Bhuja as the base the hypotenuse
(Karna) would be given by:
Hypotenuse = (Bhuja)2 + β 2

The eclipse is given by the formula:

17-18

R+r
- Hypotenuse
2

To obtain the time after the moment of first contact given the eclipse (Ishta), at the moment, we use the
following formula:

t = T-

 R + r - Eclipse2
 −β2

 2

DMs ~ DMm

Where t = IshtaTime (Sparshika/Maukshika)
T = Sthithi Kahnda / Vimarda Khanda as the case may be
R = Radius of the Eclipsing body
r = Radius of Eclipsed body
β = Latitude of the moon
DMs = Daily motion of the Sun
DMm = Daily motion of the Moon
This time t is to be rectified by obtaining the β of the moment and again finding the time t and repeating the
process till an invariable magnitude is obtained.
19
The Madhya Grahana (the middle of an eclipse or strictly speaking the moment when the potion eclipsed
is maximum) occurs at the moment of opposition. Sparsha is at the moment of first contact and Moksha is
at the moment of last contact, separated from the moment of the middle of the eclipse by times equal to
Sthithi khanda (called Sparsha-Sthithi-Khanda and Moksha-Sthithi-Khanda respectively) before and after.
Similarly Sanmilana (or the moment of the commencement of totality) and Unmilana (or the moment of end
of totality) occur before and after the moment of Madhya-Grahana by times equal to Viumarda-khanda
(called Sanmilana-Marda-Kahnada and Unmilana-Marda-Khanda) respectively.
20
The hour angle of the eclipsed body expressed in naris be multiplied by 90 and divided by half the duration
of the night. (if it be lunar eclipse) or half the duration of day (if it be solar) as the case may be will give the
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degrees of an angle, whose sine be multiplied by the sine of latitude and divided by Dyujyaa, gives the sine
of Akshavalana77 which is north when the hour angle is east, and south otherwise.
21
The cosine of the longitude multiplied by sin 24° divided by the Dyujyaa gives us a result whose arc is defined
as Ayanavalana78. The direction of this Ayanavalana is that of the hemisphere of north or south in which the
Moon lies.
22
The sine of the sum or difference of the two Valanas according as they are of the same or opposite
directions, multiplied by the half of the sum of angular radii of the eclipsing and eclipsed body, and divided
by the radius gives the sine of rectivied Valana.
23
Those who say that this Valana is proportional to the versed sine, do not know the spherical geometry
properly.
24
Determine the Shanku in the method described in the Triprashnadhikara Chapter. Divide this Shanku by
the radius and we will have 2½ fingers as a result. The time elapsed after the rise of the body being divided
by the hour angle (both being expressed in units of time) gives us the same 2½ finger result.
25-29
The measures of Valana, Shara, Channa or the part shadowed, the celestial latitude of moon or eclipsing
body, Disc, Bhuja, perpendicular and hypotenuse can be converted to finger measure using the above
formula. While drawing a figure for solar eclipse the Shara would be in the same direction, for the lunar
eclipse it should be drawn in the opposite direction.
Draw a circle with radius equal to that of the radius of the disc of the eclipsed body and also a circle of radius
equal to the sum of the radii of the eclipsed and eclipsing body. Mark the directions (N-E-S-W etc) on the
figure. In the half of the outer circle show the Valana and mark the Sparsha of the moon from the east point
on it and also mark the Moksha on it from the west point. For Sun the reverse has to be done, that is, Sparsha
from the West point and Moksha from the east point. If the latitude is south then from the south point else
if the latitrude is in the north then from the north point determine the mean Valana. From the south Valana,
the Valana should be marked clockwise (E To S to W to N, or in the Savya Krama) like a chord, or it should be
marked anticlockwise (or in the Upasavya Krama). After this draw the lines from the centre to the extremity
of the Valana. From the extremity of the Sparsha Valana draw the Sparsha latitude, and similarly from the
extremity of the Moksha Valana draw the Moksha latitude like chords to a circle. Determine the mean
latitude taking the middle point of the centre and the extremity of the Valana. Taking the extremities of these
latitudes, circles are to be drawn with the radius of the eclipsing body to depict the eclipse at the respective
moments (Sparsha, Mukti and Madhya Graasa).
30
The Bhuja is to be laid from the centre of the moon along the line indicating the direction of the ecliptic.
The latitude is to be drawn from the end of the Bhuja and perpendicular to Bhuja. The Hypotenuse is to be
drawn from the centre of the moon. Taking the point of intersection of the latitude and the hypotenuse, as
centre and radius equal to that of the eclipsing body, if circles are drawn, from these circles, the points where
totality begins or ends, as well as the magnitude of the eclipse at any given moment could be known. These
could be found in another way as follows.
31-32
Joining the upper end of the latitude of the middle moment of the eclipse to the first contact we have
the Pragraha Marga (Path of the centre of eclipsing body from the first contact to the middle moment of
eclipse) and joining the upper end of the latitude of the middle moment of the eclipse to the last contact we
have the Moksha Marga (Path of the centre of eclipsing body from the middle moment of eclipse to the last
contact). The lengths of these paths could be computed and they could be drawn before hand. Now with the
centre of moon as centre and the difference of the diameter of eclipsing and eclipsed body as radius if we
draw a circle it would cut the above paths each in one point. With those points as centre and radii equal to
the eclipsing body if we draw circles they will touch the moon’s disc each in one point which are respectively
Sanmilana and Unmilana points.
33-34
Let the product of time elapsed from the moment of first contact and the length of the path of the
eclipsing body traced from the moment of first contact to the middle of the eclipse divided by the time
between the moment of first contact and the middle of the eclipse be x. Similarly, let the product of time
before the last contact and the length of the path of the eclipsing body traced between the moment of middle
of the eclipse and the moment last contact divided by the time between the middle moment and the moment
77
78

Akshavalana = Anglke subtend at the body on the ecliptic by the arc joining the north point of celestial horizon and the north pole of the equator.
Ayanavalana = Angle between the secondaries both to the equator and the ecliptic at the place of the eclipsed body on the ecliptic.
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of last contact be y. Lay off x and y units of length from the first and last points of the path of the eclipsing
body along the path respectively. Then we get the points of centre of the eclipsing body at the required
moments. With these points as centre and radius of eclipsing body as the radius if circles be drawn they
represent the eclipsing body. The length of the diameter of the eclipsed body gives the magnitude of the
eclipse. This method is described in detail so that everybody could understand it.
35
Subtract the magnitude of eclipse from the half of the sum of radii of eclipsed and eclipsing body. Take this
as the radius and draw a circle. This circle traces out two paths on the outside of the circle. These two path
segments when multiplied by their own half of Sthithi-khanda and divided by the length of the paths
described above (in fingers) gives us the time elapsed after the moment of first contact or the time before
the last contact.
36
In case of lunar eclipse, if the part shadowed (Channa) be less then the moon would be seen smoke coloured
(i.e. grey); if the part shadowed be half then the moon would be seen black coloured; if the part shadowed
be more than half then the moon would be seen blackish-red coloured and if the part shadowed be complete
then the moon would be seen reddish-brown coloured. For Solar eclipse however, what ever may be the part
shadowed, it is always black coloured.
37
When even one-sixteenth of diameter of the moon’s disc is shadowed the eclipse will not be visible in as
much as the shadowed portion is covered by the illuminating rays of the disc. In case of the Sun, when even
one-twelfth of the diameter is shadowed, the eclipse will not be visible for same reason. Hence the learned
men shall not declare the occurrence of an eclipse upto shadowing of the discs to the extents above.
38
When the sun is in the Zenith, the ecliptic being vertical, and the Valana is observed to be (λ + 3 Signs)
where λ=longitude of the sun, o my friend how will you rectify the Valana using versed sine chart on the basis
of the formula given in the Dhi Vriddhi Tantra?
39
Where the latitude is 66° (90°-24°; i.e. π/2- obliquity of the ecliptic) and the sun being situated in either
Aries, Taurus or Aquarius, the moon contacts him from the south at the moment of solar eclipse, as because
the ecliptic coincides with the horizon. How in this circumstance could the Valana be equal to the radius as
made out by versed sine formula?

Suryagrahanadhikar
Section 3, Chapter 4: Solar Eclipse
At the end of new moon, although the longitude of sun and moon are equal, a parallax of latitude is
observed. As because to an observer on the surface of the earth, elevated by the radius of earth, sun and
moon does not seem to be in the same line of sight due to their different orbits, I am explaining in detail the
parallax of longitude (Lambana) and parallax of latitude (Nati).
2
Compute the Lagna79 at the moment of the conjunction of Sun and Moon (end of the new moon) there will
be no parallax in the longitude when the sun is situated at the point called Vitibha whose longitude is L-90°
where L=longitude of the Lagna80. If Sun’s longitude is less than the Vitribha then the parallax in longitude
would be positive and if it exceeds Vitribha then the parallax would be negative. If the parallax is positive add
it to the Ghatikas of the end of the Thithi, else subtract it from the Ghatikas of the end of the Thithi.
3-4
Add the preceding and following Vitribha-Lagna at the end of first contact with the Rashi of their difference
to get the rising time for Vitribha. Using this time determine the Dyujyaa, Kujyaa and Antyaa by the method
described in Triprashnadhikar Chapter. Find out the Drigjyaa and Hypotenuse of the shadow for the Cone.
Find out the sine of Vithribha and longitude of the sun. If the parallax using the radius and the sine of the
difference of Vitribha Lagna and the sun’s longitude is 4 Ghatikas then we can use the required sine to find
1

79
80

Lagna = The horizon ecliptic point in the east.
The ascendant which is the point of intersection of the Ecliptic with the horizon.
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out the mean parallax. Similarly, If the parallax using the radius and the Vitribha Lagna Shanku be the same
then we can compute the rectified parallax. Then we would have:

4 x sin(V - λ ) Vitribha Lagna Shanku
x
= parallax in ghatikas
Radius
Radius
Where V-λ = the difference of Vitribha Lagna and sun’s longitude.
5
The mean parallax multiplied by 12 and divided by the hypotenuse of the shadow of the Vitribha will also
give the rectified parallax.
6
First determine the Tribhonalagna81 Shanku and the Drigjyaa of the Sun’s Shanku. Then:
Drik Nati = sin2 V - sin2a = sin2 (90° - V) - sin2 (90° - a)
and
Parallax in Dandas =

4 x Drik - Nati
Radius

Where V = Vitribha and a = altitude
7

Alternative method of calculating parallax expressed in Dandas.
2

2

 sinV   sin a 

-
Parallax in Dandas = 


Radius
Radius 

4 
4
2

2

 sin(90° - V)   sin(90° - a) 


-
= 
Radius   Radius 

4  
4 

The time of the ending moment of New moon i.e. the moment of geocentric conjunction is to be rectified by
this parallax in longitude to get the moment of apparent conjunction by the method of successive
approximation.
8-9
Let Para be defined as:

Para =

13
23

x Vitribha Lagna Shanku

Now determine the sine and cosine of φ =(EET-λ) where EET= Eclipse Ending Time and λ = the longitude of
the sun. Hence the Hypotenuse (Karna) would be defined as:

Karna = (Para ~ sin ϕ)2 + cos2ϕ
Hence the parallax in longitude would be the arc of

cos ϕ x Para
Karna

The Drigjyaa of the Vitribha Lagna Shanku is the Drikshepa (shortest arcual distance of the planet’s orbit
from the zenith) of the Sun, which is considered to be north in case of northern declination of the Vitribha is
greater than the latitude, otherwise south.

10

81

Tribhonalagna = The point of the ecliptic which is at shortest distance from the zenith, central ecliptic point. Syn Vitribha.
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Convert Drikshepajyaa as an arc. Now considering the Vitribha Lagna as the moon computer its celestial
latitude (Vikshepa) and add the two if they be on the same side or subtract them if they are on the different
side. The sine of this gives us the Drikshepa of the Moon.
12
The Drikshepas of Sun and Moon multiplied respectively by 1/15 parts of their own daily motions and divided
by the radius are the parallaxes of latitude for the sun and the moon. The rectified parallax in latitude of the
sun and the moon is given by their difference if they are on the same side and sum if they are on the different
side.
13
Multiply the Drikshepa of the moon by 2 and divide the product by 141 we will have the rectified parallax
in celestial latitude. If the Drikshepa of the moon be calculated using the smaller sine table, then the rectified
parallax in celestial latitude would be given by:
11

1 2

1+
x x Moon' s Drikshepa




60 

5

Assuming the Vitribha Lagna as the Longitude of the moon and find out its declination and Shara. Do the
correction of the declination with {illegible}. As described in verse no 32 of the Triprashnadhikar Chapter find
out the Unnata and Nata. These two sines would lie in the middle Vitribha Lagna and would be the daywise
sine of Unnata and Nata.
14
Take this sine of Unnata as the Vitribha Lagna Shanku and take the sine of Nata as the Drikshep of the Moon
and find out the parallax of latitude and longitude.
As described before if we rectify the Shara of the Solar eclipse by its parallax in latitude then we have the
corrected Shara. Determine the Sthithi- and Marda-Khanda of the solar eclipse. At the mathematical end of
the eclipse if we do a parallax correction then we will have the time of the middle of the eclipse. Find out the
longitude from the instantaneous Sapaat-{illegible}. When the parallax in longitude is constant {rest of the
sentence is illegible}. The parallax corrected latitude is the rectified latitude. {The last sentence is illegible}.
15-17
First compute the time called Sthithi-Khanda (as mentioned in the chapter of lunar eclipse). The ending
moment of the local conjunction (i.e. Amavasya or New Moon) is known as the Madhya-Grahakalaa or the
moment of the middle of the eclipse. Subtractr the Sthithi-Khanda from the computed time of geocentric
conjunction, the result will be approximate minutes of contact (Sparshakalaa). This has to be rectified for
parallax in longitude as well as the approximate Madhyagrahakalaa of geocentric conjunction to obtain the
local Sparshakalaa and the local Madhyagrahakalaa. Similarly the minutes of last contact (Mokshakalaa),
minutes of beginning of totality (Sanmilanakalaa) and minutes of ending of totality (Unmilanakalaa) are to
be rectified for parallax in longitude. But while affecting this correction the moon’;s latitude also differs from
the corrected time which in turn effects the durations of Sthithi-Khanda, Moksha-Khanda etc. Correc ting the
first computed Sthithi-Khanda, Moksha-Khanda etc for this variationm in latitude and subtracting the Sthithikhanda from the time of Madhya-graha, we have better approximation of Sparshakalaa. As the latitude (and
hence the parallax in longitude) of moon vary from time to time, the times of Sparsha, Madhyagraha etc are
affected by them. Hence the process of computation must follow the process of successive approximation.
Subtracting the rectified Marda-khanda from the rectified time of the mean planet, we have the true time of
beginning of the totality and adding the former to the latter we have the true time of end of the totality.
As mentioned in verse 9, if the parallax in longitude is found without using the method of successive
approximation, the time if first and last contact are had at once. But the latitude of the moon and the parallax
in latitude are to be computed using the instantaneous longitude of moon and the ninetieth degree of the
ecliptic, reckoned from the points in which it is intersected by the horizon (non-agesimal).
18-19
As indicated in the chapter of Lunar Eclipse, do the computation for Valana, Disc, Bhuja, perpendicular
etc. the Bhuja will be rectified by multiplying it with the Sthithi Khanda obtrained by adopting the latitude
of the moon effected by parallax in latitude and divided by the Sthithi Khanda rectified for parallax in
longitude. Similarly given the Grasa (magnitude of the eclipse) the result found in the verse 15 of the lunar
eclipse chapter, is to be multiplied by the Sthithgi Khanda rectified for parallax in longitude and divided by
that obtained adopting the latitude of the moon effected by parallax in latitude, and the result so obtained
being subtracted from the Sthithi Khanda, we get the required time (Ishta Kaala).
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Grahachchayaa-adhikar
Section 4, Chapter 1: The shadows of the planets
The inclination of the orbits of Mars is 110, of Mercury is 152, of Jupiter is 76, of Venus is 136, and of Saturn
is 130 minutes of arc. The nodes of Venus and Mercury are corrected by adding their respective commutation
to their values obtained originally.
2
Add the respective nodes of the planets to their anomalies and find out their sine. Multiply this sine with
their respective maximum latitude and divide by the Shighra Hypotenuse. This gives us the latitude of the
planet at a given place. If the sum of node and the anomaly of the planet is less than 180° then it would be
north, else it would be south.
3
As described in the verse 21 of the chapter of lunar eclipse find out the Ayanavalana. Now Yashthi is defined
as:
1

Yashthi = Radius 2 - sin2 v
To make it ready for rectification we will have to do the following operation,

Yashthi x β
Radius

Where β = Latitude of the planet

Or

Dujyaa of δ x β
where δ = 90° + λ
Radius
Where λ = longitude of the planet and β = Latitude of the planet.
Multiply the Ayanvalana with the uncorrected celestial latitude of the planet and divide this product by the
Dyujyaa. Multiply this quotient with 1800 and divide by the rising time of the Zodiacal Sign which is occupied
by the planet to obtain the Ayankalaa.
5
Or again this Ayankalaa is obtained by the product of the Ayanvalanaa and the uncorrected celestial latitude
divided by the Yashthi. If the hemisphere and the latitude be of the same direction then subtract this
Ayankalaa from the planet, else add it.
6
Obtain the Chara-Khandas or ascensional differences of corrected and uncorrected latitudes. If they are of
the same direction then take the difference of the Charas else take their sum. The result in Pranas is also
called Paladvabha. If the celestial magnitude is of appreciable magnitude this method is to be followed. When
that is not the case we have to resort to a different method.
7-8
If the celestial latitude is not appreciably large then multiply it with the Akshavalana and divide by the
Lambajyaa; or multiply it with equinoctial shadow and divide that product by 12; or the result is to be
multiplied by the radius and divided by the Dyujyaa we will have the Paladvabha Pranas. Assuming the
position of the planet corrected for Ayana Drik-karma to be the sun, obtain the Lagna using the Paladvabha
Pranas. If the planet has a souther latitude , the Lagna be found in the positive direction, other wise negative
direction. Then we will have the rising Lagna of the planet. Again assuming the planet’s position increased by
180° to be the sun and using the Paladvabha Pranas obtain the Lagna, which will be in the positive direction
with respect to a northern latitude of the planet, else in the negative direction. This gives us the setting Lagna
of the planet.
9
The planet rises at the time known as its Uday Lagna (calculated as above) and sets at the time known as
Asta Lagna (calculated as above).
10
During the night, at a given moment, the computed Udaylagna of the planet is less than the particular Lagna
of the moment and also if the Astalagna of the planet computed is greater than that of the current Lagna,
the planet is visible, i.e. it is above the horizon. In case of the moon, however if it is not eclipsed by the rays
of the sun, it may be visible even shortly after the sunrise or a little before sunset in contradistinction to
4
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aplanet which could not be seen all during the day time. When a planet is visible, his conic shadow could be
computed.
11
If we are required to find the conic shadow of the planet, then the current Lagna and the Udaylagna of the
planet at the moment are to be computed. The time between two Lagnas, which will be in civil (Savana)
measure pertaining to the planet gives the time that has elapsed after the rise of the planet.
12
The civil (Savana) measure alone is to be employed while finding the conic shadow, i.e. while the zenith
distance of the planet is to be computed, because the arc of the diurnal circle of the planet indicates only the
civil (Savana) measure. Suppose the Udaylagna falls short of current Lagna, then the remaining rising time of
the zodiacal sign in which the planet is situated added to the elapsed time of the zodiacal sign of the current
Lagna together with the sum of the rising times of the zodiacal sign in between gives the difference of the
Udaylagna of the planet and the current Lagna.
13
The declination of the foot of the latitude of the planet added to or subtracted from the rectified latitude
(Sfuta Shara), according as they are on the same or opposite side, gives the corrected latitude. From this
corrected latitude please determine the Kujyaa, Dujyaa etc. from the time that has elapsed after the rise of
the planet, the shadow is to be computed as in case of sun’s shadow. Having thus computed the shadow or
the zenith distance of the moon and that of the stars (although the shadows of the stars is not visible, the
instrument Nalaka could be pointed to the spot where that celestial body is situated.
14
If the Mahashanku (sin a) of the moon or the planet is to be reduced by 1/1 th of the respective daily motion
gives the corrected Shanku. Using the smalled sine table we have to subtract 1/430 part of the respective daily
motion. From the uncorrected Shanku the Drigjyaa that is determined should be multiplied by 12 and divided
by the corrected Shanku gives the shadow.
15
If the 1/15 (or for that matter 1/430) part of the daily motion be greater than the Mahashanku, then the moon
is not visible. This applies to the other planets as well, and for their smaller motions the previous scholars did
not suggest this method.
16
If an operation is neglected because its effect is not appreciable, or is not much of use, or because it is
apparent, or it implies great labour, or again if it implies a lot of exposition that would make the text unduly
voluminous, ignoring the necessity of that operation by the previous scholars and masters should not be
treated as wrong.

Udayasta-adhikar
Section 4, Chapter 2: The Chapter on rising and setting
To determine the rising and setting of a planet first determine its corrcetd longitude and from it find out
the Udaylagna and Astalagna and find out the required Lagna (Ishta Lagna). The Udaylagna of a planet is
termed as the Praak-Drik-Graha and the Astalagna is termed as the Pashchima-Drik-Graha. If the Praak-DrikGraha happens to be less than the current Lagna, then the planet had already risen. If it is greater, then the
planet is still to rise. Similarly if Pashchima-Drik-Graha is less than the current Lagna then the planet is already
set; other wise it is yet to set.
Find the time that has elapsed after the planet’s rise, from a knowledge of the Ishta Lagna at a given time
and Praak-Drik-Graha i.e. the longitude of the rising point of the eclipstic at the time when the planet rises.
We multiply the difference of the time of Ishta Lagna and the Drik-Graha and divide the product by the
Yashthi obtained in the previous chapter. The result after doing the corrections for to-be-traversed and
traversed segments and rising-setting time we will have the precise rising and setting moment of the planet.
Repeating this process till a stable value is obtained we will have the actual sidereal time in between the
given time and the actual rising time of the planet.
4
The times of rising and setting of a planet have been dealt with. Now I shall tell the procedure to be adopted
in computing the times of helical rising and setting of a planet. If a planet has a daily motion less than that of
the Sun, it rises heliacally in the east, and sets in the west; otherwise the reverse.
1-3
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Mercury and Venus rise heliacally in the west in their direct motion, become retrograde, set heliacally there
it self. Then they rise helically in the east continuing to be retrograde, next become direct and gradually set
there as before.
6
The Kaalangsha82 of Moon is 12°, of Mars is 17°, of Mercury is 14°, of Jupiter is 11°, of Venus is 10° and of
Saturn is 15°. The Kalangsha of retrograde Mercury is 12° and retrograde Venus is 8°.
7
If it is to be determined when a planet rises or sets helically, the position of the Praak-Drik-Graha or the
Pashchima-Drik-Graha as the case may be (Praak-Drik-Graha when the planet rises or sets in the east;
otherwise Pashchima-Drik-Graha) and the position of the Sun also are to be computed on a day a little before
the day of rising or setting. In case the planet rises or sets in the west, to obtain the Lagna, the position of
the sun has to be increased by 6 signs (=180°).
8-10
The time between the rising of the planet or of the Drik-Graha and that of the Sun measured in Ghatikas
multiplied by 6 gives required Kaalangshas (Ishta Kaalangsha).
If the number of degrees so found (Ishta Kaalangsha) falls short of Kaalangshas postulated for the rising and
setting of the planet, then the planet’s rising has to take place; other wise if the Ishta Kaalangsha exceeds
the number of Kaalangshas postulated for the rising and setting of the planet, then the planet’s rising has
already taken place and vice versa in case of setting. The number of minutes of the difference of the
prescribed and Ishta Kaalangshas multiplied by 1800 and divided by the rising time of the Zodiacal sign
expressed in time units and again divided by the difference of the daily motions of the planet and the Sun
expressed in minutes of arc, when the planet is in direct motion, or divided by the sum of those daily motions
if the planet be in retrograde motion, gives the day elapsed after rising or to elapse for the rising to take
place. Again, compute the position of Drik-Graha and the Sun for the moment thus obtained and repeat this
process till actual moment is obtained.
11-12
If the Prak-Drik-Graha¬ has a longitude greater than that of the sun or the Paschima-Drik-Graha has one
less than that of the Sun, the sum of the prescribed Kalangshas and Ishta Kalangshas converted into minutes
of arc will have to be used to compute the elapsed days or the days after which the respective phenomenon
is going to occur.
If the Ishta-Kalangshas be greater than the prescribed, the reverse to what has been verses 8-10 happens,
that is a phenomenon which has elapsed when the Ishta-Kalangshas be greater than the prescribed will
happen in the future and vice versa.
5

Sringonnatyadhiokar
Section 4, Chapter 3: The Cusps
Either in the last quarter of the lunation, or in the first quarter, on the day when the elevation of the cusps
of the crescent moon is to be determined, then either at the moment of moon-rise or moon-set or (for the
matter of that during any part of the night) the sine of the altitude of the moon is to be computed by nothing
the time from the moment of moon-rise.
2-4
The time before the rise, during which we calculate the cusps is the end of the night. The time after the
setting is called Gata. The sine of altitude (Shanku) of the Sun is to be computed, assuming the rising sun to
be in the opposite hemisphere south or north (i.e. if it rises in the northern hemisphere then assume it to be
in the southern hemisphere) and using the formula given in the verse 54 of Triprashnadhikar chapter given
the time measured in Pranas that has elapsed after the sun set. The Adhohshanku or the inverse altitude is
obtained by multiplying the Shankus of sun and moon by their shadows and dividing that product by 12. The
Shankutala of the inverse altitude or the altitude below the horizon is north (in opposition to what is the
horizon). The sum or difference of the Agra and the Shankutala according as they are of the same direction
1

Kaalangsha = At the point of the ecliptic which rise with the sun and with the planet respectively, the corresponding equatorial interval or distance
of the planets in oblique ascension as found, is determined through the minutes of the equator, equivalent to Praanas of sidereal time being reduced
to degrees (necessary for a planet to be visible in the west after sunset or in the wet after sunset or in the east before sunrise).
82
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or of opposite directions is the Bhuja. The sum or difference of the Bhujas of the Sun and Moon, according
as they are of opposite or same direction is called the corrected Bhuja of the Cusp of the moon. If the direction
of the moon is being derived from the Bhuja, then in both cases the corrected Bhuja will be of the same
direction as that of the Bhuja of the moon. If the Bhuja of the moon be derived from the Bhuja of the Sun
then the corrected Bhuja will be of opposite direction as that of the Bhuja of the moon. According to me the
Koti should be taken as the sum of the Shankus of sun and moon , the one being above horizon and the other
being below the horizon.
5
The hypotenuse or Karna is the square root of the sum of squares of Koti and Bhuja. The Bhuja multiplied
by 6 and divided by the Karna gives us the Dig-valana of the moon. The direction of this Valana has the same
direction as corrected Bhuja defined before.
6
The sine of the elongation of the moon is to be multiplied by the radius vector of the moon measured in
Yojanas and divided by the radius vector of the sun, also measured in Yojanas; the arc so obtained is to be
added to the longitude of the moon in the waxing phase and is to be subtracted from the same in the waning
phase.
7
Take the difference of the longitude of sun and moon, and divide this by 15 times the Koti; which will give a
fraction called Hara. Divide 36 by this Hara and add to or subtract this result from the Hara. The half of this
fraction would be Vibha (when subtracted) or Swabha (when added).
8
Draw a line of 6 fingers in length, take this as the radius and draw the disc of the planet . mark this disc with
they cardinal points signifying the east, west, north and south. Assume that to be the moon. The scholars
would calculate the Valana like a chord from the west point at the last quarter of the month, and from the
east point at the first quarter of the month.
9
From the centre of the moon disc mark of the Vibha on the Valana-line and at the extremity of the Vibha
draw a circle with radius equal to Swabha. The spherical sector of the moon’s globe thus demarked by the
arc of the Swabha circle is found to have the elevated cusp in the opposite direction in which the Valana has
been marked.
10
I think, the Koti and Karna defined by Brahmagupta do not lead us to accordance between computation
and observation to locate the cusps. I request the good mathematicians to verify this carefully.
11
In a place where the latitude is 36° and the sun rising in the east is in the beginning of Aries, the ecliptic
coincides with the horizon. Here if the moon is in the beginning of Capricorn, the moon is dichotomized by
the meridian and the illuminated part of the moon’s disc is towards the east. In that time, according to
Brahmagupta the radius, Bhuja and Koti is not like this.
12
When the Bhuja is zero, the cusps will be horizontal, and when the Koti is zero, they will be vertical. If the
moon be at the Capricorn, it will have the Bhuja equals to the radius. According to Brahmagupta the Koti is
also equal to the radius. So we should havce vertical cusps. In the books like Surya Siddhanta and Arya
Sidhhanta there is no mention of a Koti. According to Vishnugupta, Koti does not contribute to vertical cusps.
I have northing else to say in this respect. Only the greats know what they want. My homage be to those
great people.

Grahayutyadhikar
Section 4, Chapter 4: The Conjunction of two planets
1

The mean diameters of the planets are as follows:
Planets
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn

Minutes
4
6
7
9
5

Seconds
45
1
20
0
20
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Keeping this mean diameter aside, multiply it with the difference of the radius and Sighra Hypotenuse.
2
Divide the above result by 3 times the Shigra-Antya-falajyaa (sine of maximum correction due to apex of
fastest motion) of the planet. If Sighra-hypotenuse < Radius then add this to the mean diameter, otherwise
if Sighra-hypotenuse > Radius then subtract that from the mean diameter to obtain the corrected diameter.
Here take 1 finger = 3 minutes.
3-5
To obtain the time of conjunction of the two planets, compute the difference of the longitude of two
planets, and divide this product by the difference of their daily motions. If one of the planets be retrograde
then divide by the sum of their daily motions. The result gives the number of days approximately after the
moment of conjunction if the slower planet has a longitude falling short of that of the quicker. If one planet
be retrograde and if its longitude be lesser then also the conjunction was past by the number of days
computed. In other case the conjunction is to take place after the number of days computed. If however both
the planets be retrograde, then if the slower of them has a longitude less than that of the quicker , then the
conjunction is ahead, otherwise past by the number of days.
Having computed the approximate time of conjunction, obtain the true motions of the planets pertaining to
that day, rectify them for Ayana-Drikkarma and following the process indicated above, again compute the
moment of conjunction (Yuti). This conjunction will be one on the polar latitudinal circle. If Ayana-Drikkarma
be not donme, then the conjunction will be on the circle of celestial latitude.
6-7
Having computed the number of days by which the celestial latitudinal conjunction was past or is going to
take place, obtain the common celestial longitude of the two planets be obtained by the method of
successive approximation for the moment of celestial latitudinal conjunction. Rectify the celestial latitudes
of the two planets for parallax in latitude as described in case of the solar eclipse. The difference of celestial
latitudes when they are of the same direction or sum of them if they are of opposite direction gives the north
south distance of the planets with respect to the ecliptic. Having known the directions of the celestial
latitudes with respect to the ecliptic, if the two celestial latitudes happen to be both south or both north,
then the planet with lesser celestial latitude is said to be in the opposite direction with respect to the other;
that is, suppose both have northern celestial latitudes and suppose the first planet has smaller celestial
latitude than the second planet, then the first planet is said to be to the south of the second planet. Similarly
this is the case if both planets have south celestial latitudes. If the north south celestial latitudinal distance
be less than half the sum of the angular radii of the two planets, an occultation occurs. In this case we have
to rectify the time of conjunction with respect to parallax in latitude etc also.
8
For obtaining the parallax in longitude, we take the planet nearer to the earth as moon and the other planet
as the sun. But to obtain the longitude of Vitribha, the Lagna of the moment of conjunction is to be computed
from the position of True Sun and not from the position of the imaginary sun. having obtained the parallax
in longitude, the computed moment of conjunction is to be rectified for parallax in longitude to obtain the
actual moment of apparent conjunction (i.e. occultation here). This procedure is worth-adopting only when
the occultation in question takes place above the horizon and is observable.
9
The north south celestial latitudinal distance in this case of occultation corresponds to the celestial latitude
of the Moon in the case of a solar eclipse. The direction of this celestial latitude is to be construed as that of
the direction in which the planet near the earth is situated with respect to the other. If the planet which is
nearer to the earth happens to have a motion less than the other, or a retrograde motion, then the planet
which is situated at a greater distance from the earth will be over taking the other so that the higher planet
gets occulted in the eastern direction of its disc. Thus the first contact is to be known to be in the east and
the last contact would be in the west. Other wise it will be the reverse.
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Bhagrahayutyadhikar
Section 4, Chapter 5 : The Conjunction of a planet with
respect to a star
1-3

The polar longitudes of the stars are as follows:
Stars
Aaswinii
Bharanii
Krittikaa
Rohinii
Mrigashiraa
Aadraa
Punarvasu
Pushyaa
Ashleshaa
Maghaa
Purva Falgunii
Uttar Falgunii
Hastaa
Chitraa
Swaatii
Vishaakhaa
Anuraadhaa
Jyeshtaa
Muulaa
Purva Aashaaraa
Uttara Aashaaraa
Avijit
Shravanaa
Dhanishthaa
Shatavishaa
Purva Bhaadrapaada
Uttara Bhaadrapaada
Revati

4-6

Degrees
0
0
1
1
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
9
9
10
10
11
0

Mins
8
20
7
19
3
7
3
16
18
9
27
5
20
3
19
2
14
19
1
14
20
25
8
20
20
26
7
0

Secs
0
0
18
18
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
5
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

The rectified latitudes of the stars:
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Stars
Aaswinii
Bharanii
Krittikaa
Rohinii
Mrigashiraa
Aadraa
Punarvasu
Pushyaa
Ashleshaa
Maghaa
Purva Falgunii
Uttar Falgunii
Hastaa
Chitraa
Swaatii
Vishaakhaa
Anuraadhaa
Jyeshtaa
Muulaa
Purva Aashaaraa
Uttara Aashaaraa
Avijit
Shravanaa
Dhanishthaa
Shatavishaa
Purva Bhaadrapaada
Uttara Bhaadrapaada
Revati

Degrees
10
12
4
4
10
11
6
0
7
0
12
13
11
1
37
1
1
3
8
5
5
30
62
36
0
24
26
0

Mins
0
0
30
30
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
45
0
20
45
30
30
20
0
0
0
0
20
0
0
0

Direction (N/S)
N
N
N
S
S
S
N
N
S
N
N
N
S
S
N
S
S
S
S
S
S
N
N
N
S
N
N
N

7

Name
Agastya
Mrigavyaadha

Polar longitude
87°
86°

Rectified latitude
77°S
40°S

The Ishta-Dandas of the Agastya is 2 or 12 Kaalaangshas. The Ishta-Dandas of the Lubdhak is 21/6 or 13
Kaalaangshas. For other stars which are next in size the Kaalaangshas are 14, 15 and 16. The bigger stars
disappear right after the right after the sun rise. The smaller stars disappear little later than that.
9
To compute the moment of conjunction of a planet and a star, the Ayana-Drik-Karma is to be done as
mentioned before and the rectified Latitude is to be computed to know the time of conjunction.
10-11
The difference in longitude of the planet and the star, divided by the daily motion of the planet, gives the
number of days approximately after or before the moment of conjunction (according as the polar longitude
of the star is less or greater than the longitude of the planet). If the planet is retrograde, the conjunction past
or future will be in the reverse, i.e. future or past.
12
Compute the Udaylagna and Astalagna of Agastya and Lubdhaka doing the Aksha-Drikkarma alone.
Consider this Udaylagna as the sun and compute the Lagna for the moment of conjunction.
13
This Lagna is the point of the ecliptic which rises when the star rises heliacally (i.e Udayarka). Having
computed the Astalagna of the star, take that to the sun and compute the Lagna in the reverse direction .
We can derive the Udaylagna by subtracting 180° from the Astalagna. Or if we subtract the Ishta Ghatika
8
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from 60 Ghatikas, and find out the Lagna from the Astalagna and subtract 180° from the longitude of this
point we will have the longitude of the setting Sun.
14
The heliacal rising and setting takes place when the longitude of the sun equals the longitude of the star.
The difference between the longitude of the Sun and that of the point in the ecliptic which rises when the
star rises (i.e. Udayarka) divided by the daily motion of the Sun gives approximately the number of days that
have elapsed or are to elapse for the heliacal rising or setting according as Udayarka is greater or lesser than
the longitude of the sun respectively.
15
If in the case of a star, if the Astarka (i.e. the point in the ecliptic which sets when the star sets) is greater
than the Udayarka then the star does not set heliacally. On account of very big northern latitude if we use
inverse operation with the Latitude expressed in Pranas and find out the Lagnas, we will see that the
Udaylagna is smaller and the Astalagna is greater. As the northern latitude is very big, the difference between
Udayarka and Astarka would be very small and hence the star disappear from sight for a very few days.
16
If a star has a northern declination and where (90°-δ) is bigger, it will be always above the horizon. Those
who have southern declination like Agastya, Mrigavyaadha or the planets will be always invisible. For
example, in a place that has a terrestrial latitude greater than 37° Agastya is invisible, and similarly in a place
that has terrestrial latitude greater than 52° Abhijit is always visible.
17
As the polar longitudes are constant, the ancient astronomers have only mentioned Drikkarma corrected
polar longitudes and rectified latitudes for simplicity. There were no mention of Ayanaangshas.
18
At that time the concept of Ayanaangshas83 did not exist. Infact these polar longitudes and rectified
latitudes do change if there be Ayanaangshas. Here in this case the polar longitudes and rectified latitudes
are to be computed in a reverse process. For this we have the convert the latitude into its sine (un-rectify)
and proceed as described in the verse 3 of the Grahachchayadhikar Chapter.
19
Go on applying repeatedly the Ayan-Drikkarma correction reversely to the un-rectified sine of the latitude;
that is multiply the un-rectified latitude by the Ayanavalana and divide by the Dyujyaa to obtain the Pranas
in the arc. If these Pranas and Valana of the latitude be on the same side then we take the polar longitude as
the Sun and correct it repeatedly using the direct Lagna of a place on the equator, and if they be on the
different side then we correct it repeatedly using the versed Lagna to obtain the reverse of Ayana-Drikkarma
of the polar longitude. Apply the previously described Ayana-Drikkarma to the Ayanaangsha of the obtained
polar longitude.
20
This means, we have to obtain the Valana and the Yashthi of the polar longitude of the reverse AyanaDrikkarma. Then we multiply the un-rectified latitude by the Valana and divide this product by the Dyujyaa,
take the arc of this result and assume the un-rectified polar longitude as the Sun. Now if the latitude and
Valana be of the same direction then obtain the versed Lagna, else obtain the direct Lagna to find the
corrected polar longitude. If we rectify the sine of latitude as is being described, that is, multiplying it by
Yashthi and dividing it by the radius, we will have the rectified latitude.
21
The mathematicians prescribe this kind of rectification for polar longitude and latitude in case of the
conjunction of a planet and a star. When the Ayanaangsha is less the difference is less, but when the
Ayanaangsha is large then this method should be followed84.

Paatadhikar
Section 4, Chapter 6 : Nodes
Even scholars get confused while computing the occurrence of a Paata. So I seek to clarify the method of
computing the moment of occurrence of a Paata.

1

83
84

Ayanaangsha = Amount of precession; arc of the ecliptic lying between the vernal equinox and the Indian zero point.
Note from the translator : The verses from 18-21 are very ambiguous.
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When the tropical longitude of the Sun is equal to 0° or 180° then it is said to be in its Gola-Sandhi; that is,
when the sun who moves along the ecliptic comes to the celestial equator, it will be at its Gola-Sandhi.
Similarly when his longitude is 90° or 270°, he is said to be at his Ayana-Sandhi.
3
We subtract the Ayanaangsha from the Paata and find out the sine and cosine of it using the smaller sine
table. Multiplying the sine by 123 and dividing by 4 we will get the Bhujafala. Similarly multiplying the cosine
with 7 and dividing it by 12 we will have the Kotifala.
4-5
If the Bhujafala be divided by the difference of the Ayanaangsha and the Paata increased by 362 if it starts
from Capricorn, or decreased by 362 if it starts from Cancer then we will have a result in degrees. If the
difference of Ayanaangsha and the Paata be in the Aries (and 6 signs from this) then subtract the obtained
degrees from the Gola- and Ayana-Sandhi of the sun to get those of the moon. If the difference of
Ayanaangsha and the Paata be in the Libra (and 6 signs from this) then add the obtained degrees from the
Gola- and Ayana-Sandhi of the sun to get those of the moon.
6
The three signs (= 90°) from Gola-Sandhi to Ayana-Sandhi is the first quarter, the three sign (= 90°) after that
is the second quarter and hence three signs (= 90°) each make third and fourth quarters, which when taken
together makes a complete circle. Obtain the declination of the moon like you have done for Sun. The
direction of the declination of the sun will be determined on basis of it’s position on the heaven. The direction
of Moon would be obtained from the rectified latitude.
7
If any day or at any time the corrected longitude of the Moon equals the Ayana-Sandhi then determine the
instantaneous rectified declination for the Moon. If the rectified declination of moon is less than the
instantaneous declination of the Sun then there could be no occasion for their declinations be equal in near
future.
8
When the Sun and the moon are in opposite Ayanas but in the same Gola, and if then their declinations be
equal, then that moment is said to constitute Vyatipatayoga. If on the other hand, if both sun and moon are
on the same Ayanas and different Gola and if their declinations be equal then that moment is said to
constitute Vaidhritiyoga.
9-10
When the sum of tropical longitudes of Sun and Moon be 6 signs (=180°) then there is a chance that
Vyatipata will occur or will have occurred. If the sum is 12 signs (=360°) then there is a chance that Vaidhrita
will occur or will have occurred. The number of minutes of the arc by which the sum of tropical longitudes
falls short of or exceeds 180° or 360°, as the case may be, are to be divided by the sum of the true daily
motion of the sun and the moon, which will give approximately the number of days after which or before
which the Yogas will occur or would have occurred. Compute the declinations of the Sun and the Moon for
that moment from the then true daily motions. If the declination of moon situated in an odd quadrant
exceeds that of the sun or falls short of the Sun’s in an even quadrant the moment of occurrence of the Paata
has elapsed. Otherwise the Paata is to take place shortly.
11-14
Obtain the difference of the declinations if they be of the same direction or their sum if they be of
opposite directions in the case of Vyatipaata; obtain the sum or difference of the declinations according as
the declinations are of the same or different directions in the case of Vaidhriti. Call this sum or difference the
“Adya”. After a lapse of an arbitrary time or before the moment concerned, obtain the positions of the Sun,
Moon and the Paata; also compute their declinations and form their difference or sum as the case may be.
Call this “Anya ”. If on both occasions it is indicated that the Paata has elapsed or is to elapse, obtain the
difference of Adya and Anya; otherwise their sum. Divide the arbitrary time taken, by the above sum or
difference of Adya and Anya and multiplied by Adya. Convert the result in Ghatikas. Taking this as arbitrary
time, repeat the process till an invariable quantity is obtained in Ghatikas. This is the time by which the
moment of the Paata has elapsed or after which it is going to occur.
15
As is being described in the Chapter of lunar eclipses, the semi-sum of the diameters of the Sun and the
Moon or the half of the sum of their angular radii being multiplied by the corrected Ghatikas and divided by
the Adya, gives us the beginning and end of the Paata from the moment of computed time. The process is
being repeated according to the method of successive approximations we have the correct duration of the
Paata.
16
At the end of the Paata find out the corrected longitudes of the Sun, Moon and the Paata. Multiplying the
daily motion by the moment of computed time and dividing this product by 60 we will have a result which
we will add to or subtract from the moment of middle of the Paata. Find out the declination of the Sun and
the Moon of that moment and assume their difference as Adya. If we multiply the half sum of their angular
2
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radii with the moment of computed time and divided by the Adya gives the corrected Ghatikas. The process
is being repeated according to the method of successive approximations we have the correct duration.
17
The time when the longitude of the end point of the Sun’s disc equals the longitude of the start point of the
Moon’s disc, we have the beginning of the Paata. At that time the mean-value of their disc is the half the sum
of their angular radii. later the equality of the declination of the two planets is their Paata.
18
If the declination of the moon equals the Ayana-Sandhi and less than the declination of the sun and also if
the difference of their declination is less than half the sum of their angular radii, then there occurs a Paata.
19
When the longitude of the moon equals the Ayana-Sandhi, we will have the middle of the Paata. The
difference of declination of sun and Moon is Adya. At that time determining the difference of preceding and
following declination is known as Anya.
20
The difference of Adya and half the sum of their angular radii being multiplied by the requisite time and
divided by the difference of Adya and Anya gives us the corrected Sthitardha times.
21
The people learned in the science of Paata do not recommend any good deed during a Paata but prayers,
offerings, Yagna etc increase during a Paata.
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